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.~inition of TermR

TJill ANTI-AIRCRAFT DEFENCESD I C l'A •• ~'.7) I I D.,
OF THE PACIFIC COAST ~ A~ ~03:S . __ -

by~~~"A~
Date: ----:: ...auJJl----..,JU--I~-

In order to avoid confusion in the use of terms relating
to Air Defence the following definitions are accepted as stan
dard:

(a) Air Defence refers to a combination of all active means
of' defence against air attack, including both aircraft
and anti-aircraft units o

5,

7a.

8.

10.

11.

13.

l4~

(b) Aircraft Defence refers to defence by means of aircraft
only"

(c) AnM,-Aircraft Defence refers to defence by means of anti
aircraft units only.

- Army Order 91 of 1936.

"Fixed Coast Artillery Defences", paras 8 - 11.

The Report of the Joint Staff Sub-Committee on Anti-Aircraf~

Defences d. 16 Aug 38 listed the AA defences considered nec
essary on the PACIFIC Coast. Heavy AA guns in quantities
commensurate with their reoormnend.ations did not reach the
coast until the late s~er of 1942. - HQS 7018 Vol ~.

HQS 20-1-12-11 (Oprs) d. 17 Jun 41, on HQS 7018 Vol 1.

Extracts from Chiefs of Staff'Committee Memorandum, Anti-Ai~~

craft Defence Reguirements d. 28 Mar 39. para 4, on file HQS
7018, Vol 4,

Appendix I, Defence Scheme No 3, d. 6 Jul 38. Quoted in VS
638-1-1-1 d. 27 Jun 41 on HQS 20-1-12-11, Vol 1.

The add.itional requirements for the Mobile Force and for a.
training unit made the total amounts to be obtained 116 He~vy

AA guns, 30 Light AA guns and 120 searchlights - Chiefs of
Staff Cormnittee Memo do 28 Mar 39, para 4, on Pile ~QS 7018
Vol 4.

14 4,5" Equipments were ordered Aug 38 - HQ,C 7506 Vol 1,
d. 4 Aug 38.

•
HQS 7018 FD 9 Vol 4 d, 1 Apr 40,

Gen Staff Memo 24 Sep 39" IIQ,S 7018, Vol 2.
. .

GS 0126 d. 25 Nov 39, HQS 5l99-C, FD 15, and Gen Staff Apprf3o
iation Defence of PACIFIC Coast d. 20 Jun 40, on HQS 8613,
Vol I'll

Tel No 637 d. II Nov 39 1 High Commissioner to External Affairs
- HQS 7018, Vol 2 c

Chiefs of Staff COnmitte~ Memo to Minister. do 21 Nov 39, HQS
?018 FD 3. Vol 2.

I

Tel'No 443, High Commissioner to External Affairs d. 30 Sep
39. HQS 7018, Vol 2 D • • ,

Tel No 54, Dominion, LONDON to External, d. 16 Jan 40. HQ3
7018, Vol 2, '

MGO 226, Canmilitry to Defensor, d. 1 Apr 40. HQS 7018, Vol 2
0

On receipt of information in Sep 39 that the War Office could'
not promise delivery of the anti-aircraft equipment that had
been order~d, the US War Department was approached. The Amer
ican authorities indicated that they could supply the equi~a
lent at: the British made equipments by the fall of 1941. Thl3

;
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Chiefs of staff hesitated at departing from British standards,
and no order was placed with the US War Department. Draft
lett~r Deputy'Minister to External Affairs, d. 12 Dec 39,
HQS 7018, FD 3, Vol 2. AUSTR.4LIA had been appr~ed unsuccess~

fully to supply 3" 20 cwt guns - HQ,C 7506 Vall d. 23 Feb 39.

d.29

15.

16.-

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
i

CGS Appreciation for the Minister, Ooast De~eboQs - Pacific
coast, d. 7 Feb 40, HQ,S 5199-C, FD-r5.

Chj.efs of staff Committee Memo to the Minister Anti-Airoraft
Defence Requirements d. 28 Mar 39. Para 20, on-HQS~11r,-Vo] i.

Memo, Training of Tradesmen in the Canadian Army d. 15 Oct 41,
HQ 21-0 (DTT) Vol 2.

An MGO memo to DMA d. 18 Mar 40 disclosed that drawings and
specifications for the manufacture of Bofors guns had been
cabled for - HQ,S 7018, Vol 4.

Memo re Meeting held in Room 201, House of Commons, on 25 Jun,
40, on Prospective Requisitions to be Placed by Canadian Def
ence Departments with Department of Munitions and su!ply •

- HQ,S 7018, Va 4.

Government subsidies amounting to $lO,bOO,OOO. were authorized
to cover initial cost of buildings, machinery and equipment,
title to all of which was vest~d in the Crown. Guns and
mountings were to be manufactured for ,fair and reasonable
profits. - PC 3997 d. 17 Aug 40.

MGD Memo to DMA d. 8 Jul 40, HQ,S 7018 FD 175, Vol 4.

HQ, 466-M2-11 (DOS.TS) over HQ, 466-M2-15 (DOS.TS) d. 11 Mar 41,
on HQS 7018. Vol 3.

Hon CD HOWE to Hon JL RALSTON, d. 18 Nov 41 on HQ,S 7506 Vol 3.

VATEL 2956, Min of SUpply, LONDON to External Affairs, OTTAWA.
d. 12 Dec 41, on HQS 7506 Vol 3.

DMA's report to MGO of visit to LONDON - S.8023 Vol
Aug 39.

In his report to the MOO from LONDON the DMA wrote:
"It seems clear that lights and sound locators will,
in any event, be retained for cooperation with aircraft,
but if the GL set is finally found to be foolproof,
lights, height finders, and sound locators appear to
be out insofar as AA shooting is concerned. - Op cit. /

27. HQS 8023 Vall, d. 22 Aug 40.

28.. One officer, 1~aj HE TABER, RC Sigs, and two NCOs attended a
special course at the Military College of Science in Feb 40 
HQ,S 8023 Vall d. 8 Dec 39.

29. CSC memo d. 17 Aug 40 on HQS 8023 Vall.

30. Minister of Inter-Service Committee d. 21 Aug 40 on HQS 8023,
Vall.

31. 40 GL Mk III Sets were ordered 7 Jan 41, and the order was
increased to 51 a year later, to allow for one set for each
of the 45 gun sections (180 guns) on the ultimate scale, plus
six sets for training purposes - HQS 8023 FD30 Vol 4 d~22 Jan 42.



32.

33 ..

34.

36.

37.

39.

40,

41,

45,

46,

47,

48~

;

4Sr,
"

The ultimate scale allotment of AASLs to the Pacific Coast
in August 1940 was ESQUIMALT 12, NEvi WES'rMINSTER 6, VAN
COUVER 6, PRINCE RUPERT 6 0 HQ,S 7018 FD 9 Vol 4 d. 12 Feb 41.

GS 2221 nTroopers advise lights not successful with AA guns,
bu~·trends towards Air Fighting Zone illuminated for indi
cation purposes to our fighters, This would site lights
6,000 yards instead of 3,500 yards apart."· HQS 7018 Vol 4,
d. 25 Oct 41.

HQS 7018 'Vol 4 d. 28 Aug 4l.

The five fighter zones in CANADA were ST JOHN's - TOR BAY,
GANDER LAKE, HALIFAX, ESq,UIMALT and ARVIDA. Approved by CGS
29 Oct 41, on HQS 7018 Vol 4,

Of the 37 modern lights 25 were 60 n manufactured by Canadian
General Electric; 11 were Sperry 60", made in USA; and one
was a British 150 cm model supplied as a pattern by the War
Office. The obsolescent lights were 120 cm equipments.
HQS 7018 Vol 4 d. 12 Feb 41.

In mid-November 1941 the Joint Services Committee, Pacific
Coast, urged that the number of Bofors guns allotted for
defence against low-flying aircraft at other than Advanced
Ai:r Bases be doubled, or that the exis.ting allocation be
revised to give protection to the important industrial area
of VANCOUVER - VS 638-2-1-1 d, 18 Nov 41, on HQ,S 7018 Vol 5,

But as late as 3 Dec 41 the first 24 Bofors guns produced,
whose retention in CANADA had been agreed to by the War Offioe,
were all allotted to the Atlantic Coast, At the same time
allotments of the first 32 3,7 11 AA guns to be delivered in
CANADA sent only 4 to the West Coast. - DMO&L memo to CGS
HQS7018 ED 23 Vol 5 U. 5 Dec 41,

Vide para 11 above,

HQS 7018 Vol 4 d. 21 Oct 41.

MD 11 DAAG letter P~ 602-3~A-2 d. 6 Oct 41, and HQ V&E Fort
ress letter F/5-1 d. 5 Dec 41.

Article - Civilian Protection in BRITISH COI,UMBIA by Russell
UND~RHILL, VANCOUVER, d. 20 May 42, supplied by Advisory
Council, Provincial Civilian Protection Committee.

~i) DMO&I memo to CGS d, 26 Dec 41 on HQS 7018 FD 20 (Ops} Vol.5
iii} GOC-in-C, Pac Comd VS 602-3-A -2 d. 3 Jan 42.

DAAG MD No 11 auth 602~3-A-2 d, 6 Oct 41.

HQ MD No 6 Administrative Order No 93 d. 10 Jan 42,

DAAG MD 11 602-3-8-1 d. 2 Mar 42,

War Diary, 2 AA Bty RCA d. 27 Dec 41.

Pac Comd Gen Staff Letter VS 602-3-A-2 d, 25 Feb 42,

HQS 8704-1 FD 7 (Opns) d. 11 Dec 41. The significance of the
name \'Shrapnel" Section was never clearly apparent. It may
have originated in the fact that the orga.nization of the sec
tions closely paralleled the Beach Defence Section manning
IS-pdr guns. Vide Rul&s for CalCUlating RCA Garrisons at
Defended Ports, quoted in GOC-in-c letter VS 638-1-1-10 d.
11 Feb 42, Appendix 99 to War Diary, PACIFIC Command, Vol 15.
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50. Vide para 7 above.

51. H~S 7018 FD 116 MR 1 d. 5 Jun 42.

52. Two Bofors were in action at ES~UnAALT Dry Dock and the RCN
Playing Field. The remaining AA armament was at PATRICIA
BAY - PAdIFIC Command Progress Report d. 11 Feb 42 on HQS
8538-10 Vol 1.

53. War Diary, 2 AA Bty RCA, d. 25 Feb 42.

54. DSD memo d. 20 Feb 42 on HQS 8704-1 FD 18 mobilization of
these AA units was promulgated in GO 97 d. 24 Mar 42 •.

55. GO 181 d. 21 May 42.,

9 AA Bty
21 AA Bty
13 AA Bty
10 AA Tp
11 Ai. Tp
31 AA Tp
32 AA Tp
33 AA Tp
34 AA Tp

56. Weekly Summary (Army) d. 17 Apr 42.
'Authorized AA units to be expanded by conversion:-

From To
~ 2H
H 2H
2L 3L
L 2L
L 2L
L 3L
L 2L
L 2L
L 2L

57. Anti-Aircraft Defences - CANADA and NmVFOUNDLAND. Ultimate
Scale, 16 Mar 42 Table IB West Fol 29 HQ,S 7018 FD 61 Vol 10,

<

58. "Additional AA Units required for AA Defences CANADA, NEWFOUND-:
LAND and LABRADOR". Appendix to CGS memo to Minister d. 12
Feb 42 on HQS 7018 FD 35 (DSD).

,

q9. CGS Memo to Minister d. 12 Feb 42 on HQS 7018 FD 35 (DSD).

60. CGS letter to GOC-in-C PAC Comd d. 11 Feb 42, H~S 7018 FD 3~(SDl).

61. GOC-in-C Pac Comd letter
(i) VS 638-2-1-1 d. 17 Feb 42, on H~S 7018 Vol 5
(ii) VB 638-2-3-1 d. 28 Feb 42 on H~S 7018 Vol 6

62. Appendix "A" issued witp. H~S 7018 FD 52 MR 1 d. 24 Apr 42 shows
the following distribution from Training Centres to units.

9 22 13 10 11 32
From . To AA Bty M Bty AA Bty AA Bty M Bty M Bty Total
Al (PET,r.WAWA) 10 10 10 9 4 40 83

A2 (PETAWAWA) 22 17 22 22 21 22 126

A3 (SHILO) 14 14 28

A4 (BRA1~ON) 48 9 9 9 9 9 94

A23 (HALIFAX)44 41 41 41 21 59 247

TOTALS: 138 91 82 81 55 130 577

63 DM&R memo to DAG (A) HQS 7018 FD 76 MR 1 d. 7 May 42.

64. DCGS(A) Memo to DAG, HQS 7018 FD 76 d. 30 Apr 42.
See also Pac Comd GS Memo to Col Fixed Defences, PCS 504··3-7 (GS)



64.
(Cant 'd.)

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.
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d. 16 ~ul 42 referring to the arrival at the CAS of 1 of 500 un
trained men during each of August, September~ October and Nov~

ember. (War Diary, Pac Comd. Vol 20 Appx 205j.

The 32-·AA Ety (Type 2L) on arrival in PRINCE RUPERT a month
after concentration took on strength 52 recruits from the
Edmonton Fusiliers, with only 30 days, infantry basic train
ing - War Diary, 32 AA Bty, d. 10 ~un 42.

War Diary - A24 C&AA Arty TC d. 10 ~an 42.

CGS letter to GOC-in-C PACIFIC Command HQ 54-27-20-724 FD 2
(Trg) d. 11 Oct 41.

GOC-in-C (Lt Gen-STUART) letter PC 5502-3-9 (Arty) d. 22 ~un
42 - War Diary Pac Comd Vol 19 Appx 221.

War Diary CAS of 1 Aug 42.

Ibid. Entries for 7 Aug 42, 10 Sep 42, 21 Oct 42, 20 Nov 42,
5 Dec 42.

CGS Memo to Minister, d 22 May 42. IIQS 7018 Fn 61, Vol 10.

Auth GO 256 d. 2 ~ul 42.

DMO&I to GOC-in-C Pac Comd d. 31 Mar 42 HQS 7018 FD 61, Vol 10.

The new officer Commanding, Lt-Col RA GOUDEY and the new Regi
mental Sergeant Major, RSM McHARG DC, had been the first two
qualified Bofors instructors in Pacific Command.

War Diary, 42 AA.Bty RCA d.,2 ~ul 42.

Ibid d. 10 Nov 42.

Ibid d. 18 Apr 43.

Ibid d. 4 Aug 43.

For a list of the ultimate 16 LAA gun sites at VICTORIA-ESQUI
}~T see DGAA Tour Notes, 7-11 Feb 44, Maj-Gen SCM ARCHIBALD
DGAA on Narrator's file 2-4-0.

80. The 9 AA Bty absorbed No 3 Sec 1 AA Bty who manned the first
two 3.7" guns. Two more were mounted in April, and the remain1"1
ing four in October 1942. - War Diary HQ 27 AA Regt RCA d. 31
Oct 42.

81. The gun density of any point within a vulnerable area refers
to the number of guns that can cover that particular point wit4
their fire. After an inspection of the AA gun sites in the
VICTORIA-ESQUIbffiLT area by Col LK LOCKHART MC, British Army
Staff, i/c AA Work at WASHINGTON, Lieut-Gen K STUART, then
GOC-in-C Pacific Command t recommended that addition of four mo~e

Bofors to PATRICIA BAY Alr Station, to increase the protection
from a two-gun dencl~.~~:;" tc a four···gun donsity. -' PCS 508-2-1-15.\
over PCS 503-1-2-9 (ARTY) d. 2 Jul 42. Appendi~ to War Diary,
Pacific Command Vol 20 ~uly 1942,

82. War Diary, No 1 AA (MG) TP. RCA d 14 May 43. Also HQ,S 8538~ ..10
Vol 2. Progress Report d 3 Jul 42~

83. PCS 504.3-1 d 23 Jun 42. War Diary, Pacific Command Vol 19,
Appx 238.

84. War Diary J 11 AA Bty de 13 Jun 42.
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85. War Diary, 31 AA Bty d 23 May 42.

86. War Diary, 28 AA Regt ~uly 1942.

87. Unnt~bered Tele: Administration Pacific to Defensor d 19 Aug
42. HQS 20-1-12-11 Vol 2 Fol 84 q

88. DMO&P Memo to CGS d 22 Aug 42. HQS 20-1-12-11 Vol 2 Fol 87.

89. Progress Report - Coast & AA Defences d 5 May 43, Appx B 
HQ,S 8538-10 Vol 3.

-- --

90. \/ar Diary,' 31 AA Bty' d 3 ~ul 42.

91. (i) See 88 above
(ii) Authority for conversion and r~desigaation of 11 AA Bty

was given on HQS 20-1-12-11 Vol 2 fol 92 d 28 Aug 42.

92. (i) War Diary~ 11 _~ Bty d 13 Oct 42.
(ii) \lar Diary, 31 AA Bty 'd 7 Oct 42.

93. War Establishment Cdri V/1940/327T/l.

94. War Diary 58 Spec AA Bty d 17 Aug 42.

9p. MOB 512 HQS 7018 FD 116 MR 1 d 5 Jun 42.

96. War Diary 58 Spec AA Bty 4 D~c 42.

97. HQ Pac Comd. Disbandment Order - V 602-3-A-58 (D2) d 8 ~ul 43.

98.
}

99.

100.

101.
"102.

103.

104.

105.

107.

lQ8.
I

War Diary 32 AA Bty RQA d 10 Jun 42.

War Diary 112 LAA Bty, d 29 Apr 42 & 31 May 42.

Ibid d 22 Jul 42.

Ibid d 27 ~ul 42.

Ibid d 16 Sep 42.

HQS 20-13-12-14 FD 13 d 19 Jul 42. .

HQS 7018 ~~ 201 (Oprs) d 23 ~an 43.
See also Extract' from Militar Re orts on the United Nations'
No.2 d 15--Jan 43, Mi ltary In e 1gence Servlce ,Var Dep~ U
on HQ,S 7018 Vol 13 d 23 Jan 43.

(i) HQS 7018 FD 224 (Oprs)Vol 13 fol 220 d 23 Mar 43.
(ii) HQ,S 7018 FD 224 Vol 13 fol 242 d 17 May 43.

War Diary 22 BAA Bty (Mob) RCA d 13 May 43.

~~r Diary 23 AA Bty RCA d 18 Apr 43.

War Diary 44 AA Bty RCA d 18 Jul 43. The allocation of the ~..\
AA Bty to PRINCE RUPERT followed an earlier proposal to dis
band the battery on its removal from the PORT HARDY assignm6nt.
and to absorb its personnel into the expanded 23 AA Bty. Se~

"Proposed :Reorganization of Uni ts to Implement Revised AA Plq,y,.'-)
Appx D to HQ,~ 7018 ED 224 Oprs Vol 13 fol 211 d 23 Mar 43.

HQ,S 20-~-12-B, ED 2 (Mob lc) d 26 Jun 43. The original regi··
mental grouping included the 79 AA Bty (ZL) assigned to TEERA.C~·;

but the battery was disbanded in October, never coming unde~

command of the 29 AA Regt o

'.

"
11'0. "History of the 2,9th' AA Regiment RCA CA, supplied to the nar~48.tv~·

by Lt-Col GF PAULIN, ED. On narrator's file 2-4-0-2,9R,
d 24 Feb 44.



Ill. War Diary 22 HAA Bty HCA d 9 Mar 43.

112.. War Diary 44 AA Bty RCA d 18 J'u1 43.
.-

113 •.

114.

Progress Report d 7 Sep 43. HQS 8538-10 Vol 3.

General Staff Oprs 166-G, Appx C d 23 Mar 43. 'HQS 7018
FD 224 (oprs) Vol 13 fol 215 0

\

"Report of Meeting held at Headquarters; 13th Naval
SEATTLE at 1000 hou.rs, Friday, 6 March, 1942" - VS
Appx to ',Var Diary, PACIl!'IC Command Vol 16 Mar 42.

115.

116.

Conversion of 32 AA Bty Type 2L to 3L. HQS 20-4-12-B,FD 2,Mpb lc
d 26 Jun' 43.
District
638-1-1-5

117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

123.
'.

124.

125.

126.

127,

128.

129.

130.

131.

(i) RCAl!' War Diary - 115 Squadron d 27 Apr 42.•
(ii) RCAF War Diary - 118 Squadron d 29 Sun 42.

'vJar Diary - 112 LAA Bty' RCA d 22 Jul 42 & 18 Aug 42.

Accommodation - 112 LAA Bty RCA.- Pac Comd Letter to OC PRINCE
RUPERT Defences 508-2-3~15 (GS) d'll Jul 42. Appx 132 to
War Diary, Pacific Command Vol 20, Ju1 42.

War Diary 112 LAA Bty RCA d 30 Aug 42 0

Letter of commendation from Lt-Col B11is G CHRISTENSEN, Command
ing HQ, ANNET'l'E ISLAND Landing Field, d 12 Sep 42, War Diary
112 LAA Bty, Appx C, Vol 12.

(i) War Diary 34 AA Bty RCA d 11 Sep 42~
(ii) War Diary 22 AA Bty RCA d 11 Sep 42.

DMO&P memo to CGS. / HQS 20-1-J.2-11 li'D 19 (Oprs) Vol 2 d 27 Jul 42.

War Diary 34 AA Bty RCA dl Sep 42.

An annual' rainfall of 220" with continuous gales of 60 - 90 IPPh
were reported to the Narrator by Capt TS MAUNSELL, Bty Capt'
34 AA Bty. File 2-4-0-34 d 23 Mar.44.

War Diary 22 HAA Bty RCA d 9 Mar 43, 11 May 43 and 14 May 43~

Letter GOC-in-C Pac Comd toNDHQ. Transfer of 31 AA Bty RCA
from ANNETTE IS to TERRACE, PCS 50-1-1-1 (GS) undated.
Narrator's file 2-4-0-31.

'War Diary 29 AA Regt RCA d 6 Oct 43.

Ibid d 30 Nov 4~.

PC 7995·d 4 Sep 42 quoted in HQS 20-4-12-11 'Vol l~

(i) Pac Comd Organization Order V 602-3-AAT-62 d 1 Apr 43,
(; i ~ .m1.Cl 7018 l!1) 208 Vol 13 fO:L 186. The CS Cttee reduced the

rC~Otru"~r:(led. s:'ze of the hattery from 8 to 6 guns.

( i )

(ii)

Report on Trip by Maj-Ger. GH PEARKES· GOC-in-C Pac Comd in
connection ,,"Ii th official Opening of .ALASY.A .' I CANADA Highway ~

PCC 415-1-1 (GOG) d 26 Nov 42. Pac Comd War Diary Vol
24 Appx 3-26. .

JSC'(West Coast)Recommenda:ion, PCS 508-1-1-4-22 d 21 Dec
42, on HQS 7018 Vol 13 fo1 188.

133. GO 400 d 26 Oct 46~ HQ~ 8783 (Org AlA) d 3 Nov 43 0 '



But a repetition of
changed conditions,
for 5 (BC) Cst Regt
Vol 1 d 27 Dec 41.

).34 0

135.

130.

137.

138.

139.

140.

141.

142.

145,

140,

l47 •.

148,

149.

150.

151~,

152,

... 8 -

Permanent Joint Board of Defence Journal, Vol 1 d 4 Oct 40.

Ibid Vol 1 d 15 Nov 40.

Operation Instructions by GS Pac Comd. PCS 508-1-4-3 d 3 Jul
42. Appx to War Diary, 'Pac Comd, Vol 20, July 42.

RCAF Progress Report for 1 Sep 42 Meeting of PermanerJ. t Joint
B:>ard of Defence - PJ13D Journal Vol 3 d 29 Aug 42.

(i) War Diary - 30 LAA Bty RCA d l2 Jun ~2.

(ii) HQS 8538-10 Vol 2 Appx B to Prog Report d 4 Sep 42 show~
the 30 LAA Bty manning & of its own Bo~ors and 2 of the 33
AA Bty guns at TOFINO.

(i) War Diary 23 A1~ Bty RCA d 31 Oct 42.
(ii) Ibid d 3 Jun 43.

Pac Comd Organization Order V &02-3-AR-30 d 8 Ju1 43.

The original regimental grouping included th8 35 AA Tp (TypeL)
assigned ·to COMOX but COMOX ne~er received AA defence, and the
~roop was disbanded in Dec 43.

MOB a05, HQS 20-4-12-11 FD 6 (MR1) Vol 2 d 14 Sep 42.

War Diary 59 AA Sty RCA d 10 Oct 43 and 18 Dec 43.

HQS 20-4-12-1 (Org AlC) d 15 Oct 43.

PACIFIC Command Operation Instruction No. 101. PCS 508-1-1-1
d 18 Oct 43. Appx to War Diary General Staff Pacific Commaqd,
d 18 Oct 43.

Letter OC 30 AA Regt RCA to Col Fixed Defences Pac Comd.
30 AA - CO (Conf) d 23 Oct 43. Narrator's file 2-4-0-30 R.

HQS 20-4-12-11-B FD ? (Org AIC) d 21 Dec 43.

The Ultimate Scale of Bofors for Pacific Command as revised
16 Mar 42 showed allotments of guns for CD Batteries as
follows: VICTORIA-ESQ,UIMALT 0, VANCOUVER 2, YORKE ISLAND 2,
PRINCE RUPERT 4. - Oprs 143, HQS 7018 FD 52 tOprs) d 18 Mar 42 0

E.g. WE for 55 Coast Bty RCA Cdn V/324E/l d Sep 41.

The GOC-in-C's (Maj-Gen RO ALEXANDER) r.ecommendation for the
provision of AA LMGs for outlying CASL detachments made in
Sap 41 were at first not approved for the following reasonst

(1) Camourlage hides DEL positions in day time.
(2) At night, planes fly high out of range of AA ~1Gs.
(3) Lewis 'guns were needed for ATLANTIC convoys.

- WC 858~1-8-13 Vol 3 d 29 Sep 41, on HQS 20-1-1~-11
Vol 1. .

the request on 20 Dec 41, "in view of
brought approval of an issue of 9 Brens
and 3 for 15 (Van) Cst Regt - HQ,S 20-1-1~11

W.E. for 55 Coast Bty RCA COin V/324E/2 d 1 May 42; for 5&
Coast Bty RCA'Cdn V/324F/l d 1 May 42 etc.

WE for 58 Coast Bty RCA, C.dn V/1940/324H/2 d 1 Jun 42 page 4
note Ca).
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153. Footnote "An to the establishJnents provided that. po:t'A<"')fiuel

for the AA sections were not to be provided until authort~oa

by NDH~. On 29 Jul 4Z the GOG-in-G (Lt-GenK STU~~T) recom
mended immediate authorization of sections, so that personne~
could be trained to man the guns. - PCS 508-2-1~3 (ARTY)
d 29 Jul 42, on Narrator's file 2-4-0.

1540 Appx B to Progress Report H~ 8538-10 Vol 2 d 4 Sep 42.

155. War Diary 30 LAA Bty RCA d 12 Jun 42, 22 Jun 42 and 24 .Jun 42 ~

156. HQ,S 7018 FD 224 Oprs d 23 Mar 43, Appx C Vol 13 fol 215.

157 . H~ 20-1-12-B FD 4 SDl-95'1 d 22 Jun 43.

l58. AA Progress Report 3 Oct 42 showed completion of issue of
Bofors guns for the Coast Artillery batteries of the VICTORIA-
ESQ.UTMALT area 0 - H~ 8358-10, Vol 2 d 3 Oct 42. '

159. AA Progress Reicr~ HQ.S 8358-10, Vol 2 d 18 Nov 42. The new
AA secs formed part of the following coastal batteries:-
9 Cst Bty, F'AIRVI.iL'liV PT (PRINCE RUPERT); 102 Cst Bty, BARRETT
PT (PRINCE RUPERT); 55 Cst Bty, ~UffiY HILL (V-E); 5~ Cst Bty,
ALBERT HD (V-E); 58 Cst Bty, CHRISTOPHER PT (V-E); 85 Cst
Bty, YORKE ISLAND.

160. Light AA sections were Geleted from the establishments of the
S, 55, 56, 68, 85~and 102 Cst Btys in Dec 43.

161.' A comment made on more than one occasion to the Narrator dur
ing the course of his visits to Coast Artillery Batteri~s in
Pacific Command, in February 1944.

162. HQ,S 20-5, MR 1 Appx A d 8 Jun 4.2.

163. War Diary - 9 Lt. AA Regt RCA d 2-5 Jan 43.

164. Ibid d 2 Mar 43.

165. Pac Comd 602-3-LAR-9 d l& Mar 43. Narrators file 2-4-0-~R.

166:~ GO 251/43 d 15 May 43.

167.. War Diary 9 Lt. AA Regt RCA d 25 Jun 43.

168. Pac Comd n02-3-A-79 (D2) d 13 Oct 43.

169. 13 Cdn Inf Bde Operation Order No l d 2 Sep 43. War Diary,
HQ. 13 Cdn Inf Bde Sep 43 Appx II.

170. H~ 20-4-5-B FD l2(ORG AlC) d 19 Nov 43.
,

171. . (i) Interview with Lieut WOODS A/Adj 28 AA Regt RCA at VAN
COUVER, 3 Feb 44. Other heavy AA hatteries.

(ii) The other heavy AA batteries in the Command were manning
gunsites at the end of 1943 as follows:-

2 AA Btr.y (Type H) - ESQ.UIMALT (T'illicum Rd)
23 AA Bty (Type 2H)... ES~UIMALT (Macaulay &. Co_lwood)
22 AA Bv.y (1'ype 2H) - PATRICIA BAY (Wilson Rd &. Bazan Bay)
44 AA Bty (Type H) - PR RUPERT (Pillsbury Cove} ~':.. :: ~

9 AABty {Type 2m - PR RUP~RT (ll Ave &. Tobey p~)

- Monthly Prog Report H~ 8538-10 Vol 3 d 7 Dee 43, and War
Diaries 27, 28 and 29 AA Regts RCA, Dec 43.

172,. Distribution of the AA batteries manning Bofors in· the Command
at the end of 1943 was as follows:-

34 AA B~y (Type 2L)
&., 1 Tp of ZI AA B1Ly, EOUNDARY BAY

32 AA Bty. {Type 3L) SEA ISLAND
l3 AA B'ty (Type 4L less 2 Bub-sees) ESQ,UTh1ALT
10 AA Bty (Type 3L) PA'rRICIA BAY
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(Conttd.)

" r.... _l.J _

11 1'i., Bey (Type 4J,) T
33 _61. B~y (T<JPe 4.L)'
59 AP~ Bty (Type 3L)~

PRINCE RUPERT & ALLIFORD BAY
TOFINO & UCLUELET ' . ,
PORT HARDY & BELLA BELLA.,

187.

186 0

185.

3E T'.£l6 11 ...~..A Bey had been :'...noreased from Ty,e 3L to 4L ~p

absoJ."0 ~u":'..e Z5 AA Tp ('Iype L) at ALLIFORD BAY. The
59 .A..h.. Bty returned from Type 2L to 3L on absorbing
the ~:~o llA Tp (Typo L) E':3 BD'LLA BELLA ..

- Monthly Prog Report HQS 8538-10 Vol 3 d 7 Dec 43~

173. DGAA to a~o&p HQS 8538-10 FD 11 Vol 3 d 13, Oct 43 0

174. Monthly Prog Repo~t HQS 853~:0 Vol 3 d 7 pec 43 0

175. ' Monthly Prog Report

176. The Stiffkey stick's ratio of effioiency in comparison with
the Kerrisan Predictor has been unofficially sugges~ed b,y ,
experts as ~sing two to five. - EQS 7018 FD 120 (DSD 5)
Vol 10 fal :11, d 17 Jun 42~ /

177. Monthly Prog Report. HQS 8538-10 Vol 3 (on Vol 7) d 20 May 440

178, RQa 70-5-326B (PC 46/6755 of 31 Jul 42).

179 0 HQS 20-1-12-13-B M831 d 7 Oct 42.

180. HQS 20-4-12-B FD 2 (Mob lc) d 20 Jun 43 0

lSI, Duties of a GDO, Memo DGAA ~o D Pers. IiQS 20-4-12-B(DGAA)
d 11 Dec 43. '

182. HQS 20-1-12 Org 1m (6) d 1 Oct 41 0

lS3. War Diary 4 AA s/L Bty RCA. March 1942 0

184. WE Cdn V/1940/328S/1.

GO 301 'd 15 ~un 43, HQS 20-4-12-B fol 71.

War Diary 4: AA S/L Bty RCA d 30 Apr 42')
I

AA Acoommodation, 27 AA R3gt RCA. PCS 510-1-2 (ARTY) d 23
Ju1 42. War Diary Pac Comd Appx 286, ~ul 42 ..

ISS. (i) War Diary 2S'AA Regt RCA d 30 Sep 42 0 '

(ii) Semi-Monthly Prog Report o HQS 8538-10, Vol 2 d 15 Dec 42 Q

lS9. War Diary 28 AA Regt RCA d 30 Sep 42 0

~900 Morale Report by Chaplain 15 (Van) Coast Regt RCA d 30 Oct 42
- War Diary 28 AA Regt RCA Appx '7 ~ 0ct 42.

191. 30 LAA BtY Repo:rt 'to Pac C0lJid GS (J. 8 T111 42 .. ~ War Diary 30
LAA Bty RCA Appx 8 1 Jul 42 w

J.92. Semi-Monthly :?:rogress RepoT't :f{l,13 e338~':() Vel 3 d 31 Mar 43 ..

193 0 History of the 29 AA Regt. RCA - ~~tr>C:)~ GF PAULINo Narrato:r;! s
file 2-4-0-29R"

*94. Semi-Monthly Progr3ss ~epc!'t :-:'iJ3 0538--10 Vol 3 d 31 Dec 43 0

195. War Die.:':'Y 39 ,J.~A Regt R~~A C. J ~ fl':;',: 13 0

197. War Diary 34 AA Bty RCA d 4 Mar ~3u
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198 0 PCS 502...3~3 (ARTY) 'd 7 A.1l~ 43.

199. PCS 502-3-3 (ARTY) d 23 Aug 43.

200. CGS Memo to Mini st.e:(', HQS 20-1 FD 110 d 30 Aug 43 CI

201. HQS 20-1-12-B ~lD 15 SD 1-1153 d 2 Get 43 Appx A&B~ In
PACIFIC Command AA units affeoted were 5 Batteries Type 2H~

2 Type H, 1 Type 4L, 1 Type 4L less 2 sub-seotions) 4 Type
3L, and 1 Type 2L.

202. Ciroular Letter M 199 HQS 20-4-l2-B (Org Alo') d 18 Nov 43.
The reorganized establishments gave No 2 AA GOR VICTORIA
and No & AA GOR VANCOUVER 6"cffrs and 34 ORa; and No 9 AA
GOR PRINCE RlITPERT, 4 and 31/)

203. HQS 7018 FD 242 (Oprs) d 11 Oot 43.

204. In~ervlew with Maj-Gen GR PEARKES GOC-in-C Pac Comd d 21
Mar 44. Narrator's file 6-1-P-2.

205. Monthly Report, Operational State', AA Defenoes. HQS 8538-8
V 4 Oprs d 25 J'ul 44 on HQS 853&-10 Vol 7"

,
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SECRET

THE A..l'rrI·-AIRCRA]'T DEFENCES OF THE
PACIE'IC COAST

--.----------
THE PROBLEM OF EQ,UIPMltWr

I PROVIDING THE TOOLS1_

1. In none of the three phases of the development of Pacific
Coast defences, ground troops, coastal artillery, and anti.." :
aircraft artillery, di~ lack of equipment prove so significapt
a factor as in that of the anti-aircraft defences (1). The
story of the evolution of Canadian anti-aircraft defences on the
West Coast is largely the story of the efforts of the General
Staff to meet the limitations imposed upon their policy by tne
difficulty, for long an inpossibility, of obtaining the neces
sary tools of war o Tho fixed coastal artillery defences at the
beginning of the Second World War, while falling short of the
realization of the intended ultimate scale, had nevertheless~

under an interim pl~n of makin~ use of existin~ armament,
attained a degree of pre~aredness that afforded a satisfacto+.y
m8~suro of protection (2)0 But of existing effective anti
aircraft armament in 1939 there was none, and from the time
that Pacific Coast requirements were first voiced by the ,
General Staff four years were to elapse before supply of equip
ment in appreciable amounts was to commence (3).

, PRE-WAR PLANNING
, .

2. On 16 Aug 38 the Joint Staff Sub-Committee on Anti-
Aircraft Defence presented a comprehensive report which drew
attention to the needs for Active Anti-Aircraft Defence in
CANADA, stressed the complete inadequacy of the means presently
available~ and recommended the provision of certain equipments
considered the minimum requirements in the light of existinB
forms and scales of air attack' (4). The report formed the
basis for a memorandum on Anti-Aircraft Defence Requirements,
issued by the Chiefs of Staff Committee on 28 Mar 39. :'

3. In the view of· the COMmittee air attacks on CANADA wo~ld

have two main purposes:- to effect material danage on target~

whose destruction or impairMent might be expected to have a
direct and appreciable strategic or econonic effect on the con
duct of the war, and to carry out sporadic bombing on large
centres of population, with the purpose of inducing public
demand for protection to cause tho imnobilization of dispropor
tionate naval~ land and air forces in a purely defensive role
(5). On the ~acific Coast the points considered subject to
air attack were ESQUIllALT-VICTORIA, VANCOUVER, NIDv \VESTMINST~R

and PRINCE RUPERT. The anticipated Forms and Scales of Attack
(as",laid dovm in Defence Scheme No.3) were given as, "definite
risk of torpedo, bomb or gas attack by a maxinum of twelve
aircraft from eneflY cruisers, arned merchant vessels or
improvised carriors" (6).

EARLY REQ,UIREMENTS IN ARMAMENT

4., It was recognized by the cOIllI!littee that the best active
defenoe against air attack was a judicious COMbination of the
enployment of fighter and bomber aircraft and anti-aircraft :
artillery and smaller weapons on the ground, with ~he assist~

ance at night of search-lights and sound locators. The fla1n
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type of .l\A armament to be provided was the 3.7" or the 3" '
20-cwt high angle gun. For the protection of a single vul
nerable point such as a drydock or an arsenal a ~inimum of .
four guns would be required, and at the more important of the
centres subject to air attack the ninimun necessary to provide
a reasonable deterrent was considered a complete battery or
eight guns,

5. The heavy'type of anti-aircraft gun Was not designed· to
deal with attacks at heights of less than 4,000 feet, and such
light autoMatic weapons as the Lewis or Bren were not regarded
as effective against modern aircraft at heights much above,
500 feet. Light anti-aircraft guns (the 40-mm Bofors, or the
Vickers 2-pdr twin) were therefore considored necessary for the
protection of important targets against low-flying attacksq>,
The extent to which, even as late as the spring of 1939,
General Staff planning was influenced by considerations of the
cost of equipment is shown in the admission that "the first
and, perhaps, most inportant principle" that guided the reoO!'!l
mendation for prOVision of light anti-aircraft guns for static
defence w~s that of econony~ With the cost of a Bofors es~

inated at $29
1

800, without fire-control equipment, financial
neans av~ilab e rGstr~ctDd the provision of such guns to only
four centres in CANADA, ... HALIFAX, ESQUIMALT, SYDNEY and S~NT
JOHN. The first three cities would receive four light fu\ guns;
SAINT JOHN was allotted two. "

8, The economy factor played a slgnificant part too in fix--
ing the requirements in anti-aircraft searchlights for the·,de
fence of centres subject to air attack, The speed of modern
aircraft implied the provision of a large number of searchlights~

no less than two complete batteries (48 lights) being considered
necessary for the defence of 'certain vulnerable areas. But a
single battery of 24 lights with its quota of sound locators '
was estimated to cost $800,000, with further substantial e~pen
ditures incurred in the work of installation. The financial
outlar necessary to equip with lights on this scale all ce~tres

considered vulnerable to air attack appeared prohibitive. But
it was not considered advisable to dispense with searchlights
altogether, as such a course would lay Gach oentre open to
unopposed night attack and deliberate bonbing at low alti~pdes.

A compromise was reached. It was decided thut the provision
of a single troop of six lights at each vulnerable point would
provide a uBsful deterren~ against hostile aircraft attacking
,at night with impunity, and that the norale of'the inhabitants
would be favourably affected by such provision. .

7. Based upon the report of the Joint Staff Sub-Corrrlittee
the Chiefs of Stftff COInI'l'J.i ttee reconmended, in March 1939, .tho. t
the following AA defence requirenents be provided for on ~he

West Coast:-

, He3.vy AA Guns
ESQUIMALT-VICTORIA 8
V.l\NCOUVER 8
NEW WESTMINSTER 4
PRINCE RUPERT 4

Light AA Guns
4

AA SeaI!qhlight:
8'
8
5-
8

The total nininun requirements listed at the snme tirle for the
defence of all coastal and inland centres in CAlti\DA exposod to
air attack were 84 heavy AA guns, 14 light AA guns, and 8§
searchlights" Sound locators were required on the sane soale
as searchlights. Additional equipffionts would have to be : .
acquired for the Mobile Force and for training purposes (7).

. - J.
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EQ,UIPMENT ORDERED J!"ROM WAR O]'FICE

8. Towards the fulfilrlent of these requironents, disreg8pd·~

ing SOI!l.e old gu..."1S of Great War pattern so obsolete as to be 0::
negligible defensive valuer C~~ADA had 1 ' six nonths before wa~

broke out with GERMANY, on y four 3" 2J-cwt AJ.\ guns ~ As re
placenent for 3" 20-cwt and 4.5" equipr.lents previously ordered
fron the War Office but whose manufacture had been discontinued}
orders had just been placed (March 1939) for 18 - 3g 7" gunc
conpleto with fire control apparatus ('7Q)~

9. HITL:BR -.'Vas on the mE\::'~h in EUROPE} ctno tho threat cf
war was beco:nl::1.g no:ce and TIore iru:linen t {' O:i."~ tile A7:SPl~lrIC C-:;3.C t
particularly the lnok of anti~~ir~raft dofeTIces W3S a flatter
of grave C "~l"'O'··r. rl~-"r, Ch~oof's "of <'~+r-.f'of' ·'·""cr.Y,.,,,,,,...,-'l,,,J.- 'c' hnt 8t.\..... J. J ..1._.1.;,) _ ...... ,.... • ...I- _.. ' • l,:)tJL.-l. ... _ .L·oJ vLlJ •.Lv .•J.\.4Q' u ::r

addi tional 3() J~~ 8y"v-.~'pments and 30 Bofo::'E gt:.!12 'C'8 I-'l'.::'chased, but
a year was to 131&';:,88 befoX'o any :f:'ur-the:!:' L :,c,eI-n wore :p~,aced."

In April; 1<J4:0 i ten Orc.d1' J~O::- 58 - :3 0 '7 ,. eCid.pmo71ts WctS placed
with the Wl1r Oft-ice. The p:::-cvis:'GI: of these g"J..'G.s~ together
wi th the nodorn equipno:r..ts alre2.c:.:l i~ '~ho ccu.:::.-:ry un.a tb.osP dc l.2J

from the 1939 order, was considered "e:Jsontially neoecsa::-y -:c
complete the .Anti-Aircraft Qefences of the ·!·i'1c"t and, West Coa2':;s"
(8). At the same tifle the first lieht 8,i~~i,·<l.ircraft artiller~
for CA1IADA was order'ed, when requisi t:..):..,'U,,; for fonrteen s8nj.
nobile 40 IJ1Il1 Bofors were placed wi til t118 Vva.r Office. It would
soen ,'3.S though planning for Cl'J.nadian l'.nti-Aircraft defence tlU$t
now nark tine for a while~

10'. War ca!'1e, and found the ATLANTIC Coast with four 3"
20-cwt guns of modern design in place at HALIFAX. The' renaining
anti-aircraft defences in Cpl~~'A consisted of oight l3-pdr
9-cwt AA guns, obsolete sinco 1920, with 307 rounds out of a
full scale of 8,000 rounds of aMrlu.."1ition j and two 4" AA naval
guns whose defensive value was purely nominal as they had no
!'1odern fire-control equiptlent (9). The PACIFIC Coast's allot~

ment of this equipnent w~s two of tho 13-pdrs, with no annuni
tion (10) 0 . \

11. In the emergency every effort was nade to hasten the
delivery of sooe of the equipment ordered fron the War Office
earlier in the year. But BRITAINiS own neods in anti-aircraft
defences were i~perative. Every gun that could bo produced
was needed to neet the threat of the LUFTVlAFFE. It was only
after urgent representations had been nade in LONDON through
Brig HDG CRERAR, then BGS at CMHQ" that four of the new 3.7 t7

AA guns were released to CANADA in Novembpr (11). The ATLANTIC
seaboard was regarded as far nore vulnerable to air attack than
the PACIFIC Coast. The inportance of HA~IFJv[ as a convoy
assembly point was recognized, and tb.e I'.OW arnnnent was allot~eu.

to HALIFIVC Fortress (12).

12. 'No furthor shipnent of anti-aircraft' guns cane from
BRITAIN~. Nor could the UNITED KINGDOM~ ~ard prossed as she
was by the incroasing tenpo of GERMANytS air attacks, offer any
fiTQ forecast of delivery of the balance of tho equipnent
ordered by CANADA (13). The prospect for the dofence of both
coasts was nost disturbing. There see~ed to be nothing that
the Genern.l Staff',could do to renedy the situation. In J!"ebruaI-y
1940 the CGS, Maj-Gen TV ANDERSON, in reporting to the tlinister
the state of the PACIFIC Coast defences wrote:

~ But as 0756·d. 9 Nov 41 and as 0773 d. 15 Nov 41 -
(HQS 7018 Vol. 4 Oprs.) report the arrival of two 3 0 7" AA gun~
fron UK. These were' (apparently) the two nobile 3.7s taken tg
the West Coast by No.3 Sec. 1 AA Bty on 11 Jan 42. (See
para. 26 below, and footnote)

"
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"Th8 second serious defect in our PACIFIC
defences is the total lack of modern anti-aircraft
arnament for the protection of any of the PACIFIC
Coast ports" In this case also 1 we cannot forecast
when it will be possible to obtain this armarnent Q

We have no facilities to nanufacture it, and GREAT
BRITAIN, which is exposed to air attack on a scale
far in excess of anything we need anticipate in
CANADA, is naturally reluctant to release any more
anti-aircraft glIDS to us at this tinea Other sources
of supply are uncertain (14), and again it would
seem that the de~ect Dust persist for sone time, no
natter what steps we nay now take to correct it"
(15)"

ANTI ...AIRCRAFT ORDERS PLACED IN CANADA

13. It was true that in the early part of 1940 CANADA had
no facilities for manufacturing anti··a.ircraft armament 0 Con,
sideration had been given in 1938 to setting up in the
Doninion an industry for such nanufacture, but the estinated
requirenent in guns at that time was too small to warrant
such an undertaking, unless requisition could be received'
to supply other parts of the Empire (16). The years inmed
iately preceding the ou~break of war had seen a flow of
Canadian artisans to th8 arn~ent factories of GREAT BRITAIN,
and the creml of her skilled tradesoen were no longer avail-'
able to CANADA (17). But "the possibility of manUfacturing
AA armament in this country was still under consideration (18)~
and the impasse that had been net in all attempts to obtain
equipment elsewhere denanded ~he taking of definite action.

14. In June 1940 a decision was reached to nanufacture
3~7" AA guns and 40 rnn Bofors guns in CAN,ADA (19) 0 Financed'
fron public funds plants were built and equipped, to be
operated for the'governnent under the manageMent of existing
industrial firMS. Production of guns commenced both for
CANADA and the UNITED KINGDOM. Initial orders for 200 - 3 0 71!
equipMents were placed with the CAl~ADI1~ WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY,
the mobile nountings to be ~ailufaoturod by the Canadian General
Electric Company (20) 'It lOG - .s:O,·,rr...n Bofors equipments were
ordered frOJ:l the Otis-Fensom Elevator Company (21)~

15. It W3.S estinated that deliverles fron the production
line would co~ence in the late sunmer of tho following Y8ar ft

No anti-aircraft armanent beyond the four guns shipped in
Novenber 1939 had been received from GREAT BRITAIN, and with
the initiation of Canadian manufacture the unfilfil18d War
Office orders were cancelled (22). It was still too early to'
begin the fornation of anti-aircraft batteries to nan the nOI+
existent guns. During the eighteen nonths that were to elapse
before Canadian AA guns came into produotion, the problen of
provision of fire control equipnent had to be met and solvod~

PROVISION OF ]'IRE CONTROL EQ,UIPMENT

16. As the tine approached for deliverJ of the first
Canadian-product:d anti-aircraft guns it was agreod 1 in lTovonber
1941, that in view of tho UNITED KINGDOM~S urgent need for air
defences, GREAT BRITAIN should share equally with CANlillA in
receiving tho guns as they wero c'J~:91et8d (23). But PEARL
HARBJlffi brought into sharp focus the anti-airoraft needs of
the PACIFIC Coast 1 and the' Vhr Offioe agreod to CANADA'S .
rete::ltion of the first 24 ... 3.7" ec;.nipnents produced (24) 0

Predictors for these guns (Sperry NOli 6 Mk. I) wero being
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manufactured in the UI',TITJi~D S1'ATES, for British and Canadian
use. In order to ensure that placing the ~lns in operation
would not be held up once they were delivered the release was
wlthorized of six Sperry predictors to match the first 24 3,7~

equipments allotted to CANADA (25). For the 40-mm Bofors Guq
the Kerrison Predictor AA No 3 Mk II (US Director M 6) was
adopted. The first six released to CM~ADA from UNITED STATES
production were .not received until July 1942, but by the end,
of the year deliveries were being made at the rate of twenty
five instruments per month.

ELECTRTCAL ME'rHODS OF FIRE CONTBOL.

17. The use of RDF (radio direction finding) methods of
fire control was first investigated by CANADA in the summer
of 1939, when the DMA (Col NO CARR) visited BRITAIN and mode
u study of the employment of the new secret equipment (25).
The GL (gun laying) sets were designed to give early warning
of enemy aircraft appro~ch. Range, height, and bearing
readings were transmitted electrically by magslip into a
predictor; \Arhich combined the data to determine future range,
bearing and angle of sight for the use of the guns. The use
of GL sets made it possible to range upon unseen targets
without the aid of visual instruments (26).

18. Two GL sets were ord~ from the War Office in
October 1939, and delivered in the following August (27).
Army personnel were sont to ENGLAND to take a course on the
new equipment (28). Under the Chiefs of Staff Committee an
interservice committee was formed, - the Electrical Methods
of Fire Control Sub-Committee (29), and arrangements were made
for the manufacture of GL equipment in CANADA. Incorporated
under the Department of Munitions and Supply the firm of
Research Enterprises Ltd was established at LEASIDE, Ontario
(30), and orders were placed for enough GL sets to serve all
heavy anti-aircraft guns on the ultimate Canadian Scale (31).

EMPLOTI~NT OF ANTI-AIRCRAFT SEARCHLIGHTS

19. The introduction of electrical methods of fire
control reduced the necessity for providing searchlights for
AA defence at night. The Canadian General Staff wisely
allowed itself to be guided by the experience gained by
GREAT BRITPJN in the use of Searchlights, and for two years
the policy of providing for equipment unde~v8nt periodic
revision as new information from the UNITED KINGDOM became
available. While the Army Plan in August 1940 showed an
ultimate allotment of 222 lights to CANADA and ~'~O~~LAND,

with 30 of these assigned to the PACIFIC Coast (32), modifica
~ions in the extensive use of AA searchlights were being
recommended by the War Office.

20. Experience had shown thct lights could not be
employed successfully with 1iA guns, and that their most
effective use was in the provision of an Air Fighting Zone
which illuminated enemy targets for attack by our own fighter~

(33). In AU8Ust 1941 GREAT BRITAIN advised that only where
fighter aircraft were available would AA Searchlights be used,
to indicate enemy aircraft to the RPF. Where anti-aircraft
defence alone was available, no lights would be in action (34).

21. A decision along thes8 l~nes was reached in CA~ADA,

and the ultimate scale of AA Searchligtts was again revised
(October 1941) to ullot sixteen ligh~s per fighter zone to the
fi ve areas where fighter squadron8 '):f' ~he RC.AF were to operate.
The one fighter zone on the West Coast was ESQ,UIMP.LT. In all,'
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other anti-aircraft gun areas, GL sets without searchlights
were to be used (35). The uncertainty that had existed
during 1940 and 1941 about the future role of A.A searchlights
had resulted in orders to the mnnufacturers being withheld, so
that of the 80 lights now required for the five fighter zones,'
there were on hand only 37 modern and five obsolescent equip
ments (36). These lights wel'e all on the ATLANTIC coast,
whose defence needs were rated at a higher priority than
those of the West Coast.

EQ,UIPMENT AT THE WEST COAST

22. During the first two years of war, while the Gener~.)..

Staff was dealing with the anxious problem of the provision of
guns and auxiliary equipment for anti-aircraft defences, on the
PACIFIC Coast there was little for the Joint Services Committee
to do along these lines but to assist in the making and revision
of plans for the future disposition of such armament as was ex
pected to become available (37). The prior claims of BRITAIN's
own needs were fully understood, and, as long as JAPAN remained
neutral, it was appreciated that CANADA's ATLANTIC Coast was
more vulnerable to air attack than her West Coast. But the
complete lack of any effective anti-aircraft defences for
BRITISH COLUMBIA was clearly recognized, ~nd it was apparent,
if only to satisfy the uneasiness of pUblic opinion, that in'
the distribution of the new production early priority should
be given to the claims of the PACIFIC Co~nand (38).

23. Eight weeks before PEARL HARBOUR CANADA's effective
anti-aircraft defences still consisted of the four 3" 20-cwt
pre-war guns, and the four 3.7" equipments received from the
War Office late in 1939(39). The first of the Canadian-made
Bofors was to come off the production line in a week, but
difficulty in the manufacture of the 1~ III mounting for the
3.7" equipments was to delay delivery of the heavier guns
until March 1942 (40). Meanwhile, PACIFIC Co~and's sole AA
defences, the two old 13-pdrs, sans ammunition, were being
used to train personnel of the 2 AA Bty RCA at FORT MACAULAY
(41). And in the Provincial ARP organizations the enrolment
of volunteers was reaching the 30,000 mark (42)1

II THE OUTBREAK OF VI AR WITH J1lP.AN

2 AA BTY M.~S THE FIRST BOFORS

24. , JP.PAN's dramatic entry into the war brought, rapid
action in improving the West Coast anti-aircraft defences, 
action that was as effective as CANADA!s meagre resources
would allow. The first three 40--mm Borors guns produced in
CANADA together with 6,000 rounds of ~unition were rushed
from the factory to ESQ,UIMPLT within a week of PEARL HARBOUR.
Two of these were in place and manned for the defence of the
,Drydock before the end of the year (43), the third going to
PATRICIA BAY early in January.

25. The only anti-aircraft unit on the PJ£LFIC coast at
this time was the 2 AA Bty RCA. During the first year of war
details of the battery had been employed in manning the six
inch Coast Defence guns at FORT MACiflLAY. In Vctober 1941

~ authority was given to bring the battery to strength, using
personnel trained at the Coast Defer-ce and hilti-Jlircraft
Artillery Training Centre at BA~IFAX~ and "R~ recruits from
advanced artillery training 08~tres. Organization, was ,to be
completed by March 1942. .A.l':JhO'clgh nc epr..s were yet available J

the battery 'Vvs.s to t8 organized aR ~~rI'e E (4 3,,7/t guns) (44} •.
But early in Decembe:(' the th:,'eat 0: :',:L._'8nding hostilities
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brought orders to concentrate the battery immediately at FonT
RODD HILL. The two 13-pdrs were moved across from FORT' - '.
MACAULAY to be remounted on concI'sto platforms at PODD HILL,
ready for action whenever ammunition bhould become aVai~able,

But the arrival of the three 40-mm guns from HA~LTON provided
modern equipment to work with, and the battery took over the
manning of the Bofors pending receipt of their 3 0 7" guns.

THE FIRST 3 e 7" GUNS

26. The increased urgency of the PACIFIC Coast's needs
resulted in a decision to transfer from the ATLANTIC Coast
half of the 3.7" four gun battery at HALIFAX. On 10 Jan 42
the movement took place of No 3 Sec 1 AA Bty RCA from HALIFA4
to PATRICIA BAY, bringing two 3,7" guns and all equipment]£···
(45). It.was given the role of the defence of the important
PNJ.1RICIA BAY Aerodrome. Known at first as the "Special
(Heavy) Anti-Aircraft Section", the detachment later became
the nucleus for the 9 AA Bty RCA on its formation in Hay 1942
(46) •

1 'AA MG TROOP

27. The third type of AA defence unit to move to the
PACIFIC Coast appeared with the arrival of 1 AA 1D Tp RCA
fro~ 14 AA Regt RCA, ARVIDA, Quebec, equipped with four
.5-inch AA Browning machine guns. Moving to ESQUI1UU"T in

----- December, the troop was first employed at PATRICIA BAY as.
defence against low level bombing attacks (47). Late in
February two more Bofors, manned by a detachment of the 2
AA Bty, were released for the PATRICIA BAY Aerodrome, and the
machine gun troop was withci.rawn. One section (with two guns)
was despatched to SEA ISLAND Airport, the other half of the
troop remaining at RODD HILL to man positions at the ESQ,UIMALT
Dry Dock (48).

SPECIAL SHRAPNEL SECTIONS RCA

28. While provision was thus being made to defend. the', .'
RCAF Airfields at PATRICIA BAY and SEA ISLAND against attack
by enemy aircraft, consideration had also been given to the .
protection of advanced seaplane bases at isolated outposts on
the coasts of VANCOUVER ISLAND, the QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS,
and the Northern Mainland, On 12 Dec 41 three Special Shra~
Sections RCA, each consisting of an Officer and 19 other ranks
drawn from Artillery Training Centres at BRANDON and SHILO, .'
were mobilized on the Prairies, and were hastily ~oved to
BRITISH COLUMBIA. Early in J'anuary they were in their .
posi tions at UCLUELET, ALLIFORD BAY, and ID.."LLA BELLA (49).
Two 75-mm Field Guns for each section provided interim
protection against enemy submarines and motor launches,
pending expected delivery of 40-mm Bofors guns. A fourth
section was organized in February, and held at WORK POINT,
ESQUI1~T, for relief purposes.

29. The Ultimate Scale of Bofors to be provided for th~
PACIFIC Coast had risen from four in March, 1939 (50), to 38
in January 1942, the increased allotment allowing for two
guns at each of the advanced air bases. In du~ time enough
40-mm guns were released from manufacture to fill the requir~

ments at these bases, and in June 1942 the shrapnel sections

* O'ne mo '5l1e 3 e 7" was turned ovsr ')1 A23 C & AAATc to the 1 AA
Bty for this move. (War Diary Halifax Fortress d. 9 Jan 42)
The fU'J.r 3.75 remaining in operation 6.t Halifax were on
static fr.ounts.
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became sub-",mi ts of the 58 Special AA Bty RCA, a fifth S8ctj on
being formed for the defence of the RCAF base at COP:L F...ABBOlJft
(51).

WAITING FOR THE GUNS

30. ·The spring of 1942 thus found th8 PAC:!':FIC Command,
while pitifully short of up-to-date anti-aircraft weapons, '
manning what few new guns were available, and supplementing
these defences with substitute ground artillery weapons. No
Canadian-made heavy AA guns had thus far been produced, but'
the 40~mm Bofors were begi~ning to trickle out to the Coast
with promise of more satisfying quantities to follow. Had
TOKYO decided during January or February to risk a carrier-,

. borne air attack on such a profitable target as ESQUI~~T~

the total defensive AA fire that VANCOUVER ISLAND could offer
would have come from two 3.7 11 guns, three Bofors and four .5"
machine guns sited at PATRICIA BAY and ESQUlMALT (52). The
inadequacy of the defences is pointedly illustrated by' a te:r~e

entry in the War Diary of the 2 AA Battery. "The Q,ueen
Elizabeth entered dry dock. $80,000,000 more in pr,operty
for us to protect wi th our tvlO guns" (53). Until the new gup.s
came it was a matter of carrying on with not much more than
token defences. But it was time to organize and train the
personnel who were to man the long-awaited armament.

III ~ll~ING THE EQ,UI~mNT

FORMJ.TION CF lUi UNITS

31. On 17 February 1942 the Privy Council approved the
mobilization of anti-aircraft units "to cover all anti -air
craft equipment likely to be available to P~~IFIC Comraand in
1942" (54). The units to be formed were made up of four AA .
Batteries, type "R", (the 9th, 21st, 22nd and 23rd) , manning
4 3.7" guns each; one battery, type tl2L" (the 13th), manning
eight 40-mrn Bofors; six Ali. troops, type "L", (the loth, 11tll.:,
31st, 32nd, 33rd and 34th), with four Bofors each; and five
Ail. sections, type "L" (the 35th to the 39th), to replace the
Special "Shrapnel" Sections at the Advanced Air Bases (see
para 29). )

32. This represented a tremendous increase in strength
over the single battery already at the Coast (2 AA Bty, Type H,
mobilized in Oct 41), but before any of the new units had '
passed beyond the training cadre stage the p~ospect of an
increased scale of available armament resulted in the expan~ion

by conversion of most of them into batteries of double or
treble the size. At the same time (13 Apr 42) (55) the
formation of four additional units was au'thor,ized, - the 42
AA Bty and 43 AA Bty, each type "2R"; the 44 AJ.\ Bty; Type "R" Z
and the 47 J:'\.r'l. Troop ~ ?:;;-j)c "L" (56).

P~LOCArION OF NrnN[ UNITS

33. A revised ultimate scale of anti-air~raft defence~

issued by the General Staff in March 1942, showed provision'
being made for allotment to PACIFIC Command of 48 3.7" Ai....
guns and 92 Bofors (57). ThE'. h.eavy guns were distributed
for the defence of the large uities 8.1111 airfields. (Later)
in the spring of 1943, the policy was aaopted of defending
aerodromes with 40-mmBofors 1.:ls·~8n\} 0:.:.... 3? 7" guns). To man
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these guns 'the newly-form8d units were alloco.t0..l A.S follows
(58) ;-

4, guns

8 guns

8 gun 13

8 guns

8 guns

8 gUIl;s
IS. )

4 guns

4 guns

(2H)21 IV. B~y

16 guns 43 fJl. Bty (2H)

4 guns 22 J.Vl. Bty (2H)
(to in~lude l~rnETTE

4 guns 23 J.\.A Bty ( II)

4 guns 44 &V... Bty (H)

TOFINO

H1IRDY BAY

VANCOUVER - SEA ISLAND 

NEW WESTMINSTER

PRINCE RUPERT

Ultimate Scale guns
Location of 3.7" guns Unit ~:J2!3.. :v'[a,gned.:::.,

VICTORIA - ESQ.UIM.A;LT 12 guns. 2 itA my (H!

42 A.A. Bty (2H)

PATRICIA BAY 8 guns 9 i.V;. Bty (2H)

34. The new scale for the provision of Bofors guns in
the PACIFIC Co~~and more than doubled the scale visualized in
January 1942. The increase allowed for improved light AA
def€nces at vulnerable points and at RCJ.'1.F airfields, and
allotted two Bofors to each of six outlying coast batteries
for their o~n anti-aircraft protection. The following table
shows the allocation of the anti-aircraft batteries and. troops
that were to man the 40-mm guns (58):-

Location
Ultimate Scale

of 40-llhrn.:,.guns Unit

No. of
guns

~ Hanned.

VICTORIA - ESQ.UIMALT

PATRICIA BAY

SEA ISLAND

Vl->NCOUVER

NEW VlESTMINSTER

PRINCE RUPERT

TOFINO

HARDY BAY

UCLUELET

COAIJ HARBOUR

BELLA BELLA

ALLIFORD BAY

(For Relief purposes)

12 guns

8 guns

8 guns

12 guns

4 guns

8 guns

8 guns

8 guns

2 guns

2 guns

2 guns

2 guns

13 AA. Bty (3L) 12 gUIts

10 At. Bty· (2L) 8 guns

11 AA Bty (2L ) 8 guns

31 AA Bty (3L) 12 guns

47 ilil Tp (L) 4 guns

32 AA Bty (2L) 8 guns

33 AA Bty (2L) 8 guns

34 AA Bty (2L) 8 guns

37 1...A Sec ~ (L) 2 guns

38 AA Sec]£ (L) 2 guns

39 AA Sec]£ (L) 2 g~s

35 AA Sec]£ (L) 2 guns

36 M Sec 3£ {L)

]£ Sections of 58 Special AA Btyo
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SOURCES OF AA PERSONNEL

35. In February 1942, when seeking ministerial approval
of the formation of the new anti-aircraft nnits, the CGS made
it plain that several months must elapse before such units
could go into operation with their guns n

"Approximately one month's time is required to produce
the necessary cadre personnel, plus an additional six
weeks for the training of cadres q Following completion
of cadre training, a period of from five to six weeks
is required .for the concentrations organization, and
preliminary unit training. There is, therefore, a
period of from four to five months' time from the date
of authorization until the unit is ready to move to its
operational location where further unit training can
proceed" (59).

36, Training facilities in CANADA for anti-aircraft
units were extremely limited. The C and AA Artillery Training
Centre,at HALIFAX was fully occupied/i~ training cadr~s for
author~zed units in ATLANTIC Cdmmand. PACIFIC Command was
instructed as far as possible to ~rovide instructional cadres
from within its own resources (60). It was realized that the
completion of so large a training programme could only be
effected by progressive stages. Priority was given to training
the personnel who were to man the 3.7 u guns allotted to the :.
PATRICIA BAY aerodrome and the VICTORIA - ESQUII~T area.
This placed the 9 AA Bty high on the list, and with it the
three units who were taking over the Bofors temporarily manned
by the 2 AA Bty at PATRICIA'B~Y~ ESQUIMALT and SEA ISLAND r 
the 10i 11 and 13 Btys (58)0 Close behind these in prior~ty'
were p aced the 22 AA Bty (Type 2H) and the 32 AA Bty (Type 2L),
both earmarked for the defence of PRINCE RUPERT (61).

37. It was proposed that personnel for these cadres.
should be found .from existing AA units of the PACIFIC Command,
including'the detachment of the 1 AA Battery (Type H) manning.
the two 3~7V! equipments at PATRICIA BAY; from Coast Artillery
Units of the Command; and from reinforcement personnel.drawn
from the C and AA Artillery Training Centre at HALIFAX, and
from Advanced Artillery Training Centres at PETAWAWA, BRANDON
and SHILO (60). But the only existing fully organized AA unit
in the Command was the 2 AA Battery, which had never had any
3.7" equipment on which to train and whose cadre of officers
and other ranks had had no training at the C & AA ATe. The
detachment from 1 AA Battery was to form the nucleus of the .'
high-priority 9 AA Bty, and was unable to provide personnel for
cadres of other units. To make matters more difficult, coast
artillery units in PACIFIC Command had been denuded of personnel
for overseas formations to such an extent that experienced .
officers and other ranks were not available in the numbers re~
quired, - nor were ~any to be found with any training in AA
artillery. In the ci:::'cumstances it was apparent that cadres
must be formed mainly from the third source, - the artillery
training centres outside the Command (61)~

38. But time was becoming more and more a deciding facto=~
The guns must be manned without delay, whether preliminary train~

ing cadres had been fully organized or not. The Artillory Train
ing Centres and the C & AA ATe at HALIFAX were combed to provide
drafts for PACIFIC Command~ At the end of April the movement·to
the Coast took place of more than 500 other ranks, active and
members ED, to be distributed anong the six AA batteries on the
list of first priority (62).
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39. To meet the d,emands of this move, and of a
corresponding draft of 1,000 men to ili\ units in ATLANTIC
Command, every available artillery English-speqking member
ED had been utilized, together vdth prautically all personnel
of Category B2 or C, or of undetermined category, as well 'as
128 Active reinforcements who had to be thus diverted tempor~

arily from the stream for overseas. And there were increas
ingly large vacancies to be filled in the establishments of
the AA units as the output of Bofors grew dnd the !'ir~t. 3 .. 7"
equipments came off the production line. Early in May the
estimated number of total requirements of AA personnel fOA
CANADA in the near future sto~d at more than 6,000 (63).
Obviously the Artillery Training Centres could supply only
a fraction of the men required. A proposal that certain
newly organized under-strength AA units should use Reserve
Army personnel on a part-time basis was turned down as not
practicable (64). In the emergency it was found necessary
to draw from Infantry Training Centres and from Basic TCs.
As far as possible such personnel had completed at least one
month's training, but in some cases "R" recruits coming
directly "off the street" through depots, were posted
(untrained) to units (63).

EARLY AI.. TRAINING IN PACIFIC COMMAND

40. The problem faced by the Training Staff of PACIFIC
Command was a big one. Lack of equipment, a shortage of
qualified instructors, and above all, limitations of time,
made it impossible'to follow the normal progressive procedure
of training unit cadres prior to the concentration and
organization of the whole battery. Often the unit's issue
of BO~0~6 guns arrived practically simultaneously with
substantial incoming drafts of untrained "R" recruits, and
all would be plunged immediately into an operational role (65).

41. Instruction in ill\ gunnery began in December 1941,
with the arrival at ESQUIrlALT of two qualified Bofors instruc
tors from ENGLAND, - Capt RA GOUDEY RCA, (afterwards Lt-Col
GOUDEY OC 27 f~ Regt), and Sgt DC McHf1BG RCA; A school of
instruction was immediately begun for personnel of the 2 1~ ,
Bty, who had just received the first three Bofors guns to
reach the Command. The new equipment was employed in a dual
operational and training role.

COf~T ARTILLERY SCHOOL OF INSTRUCTION"

42. On 10 Jan 42 1~4 Coast and AA Artillery Training
Centre that had operated at MJ\CAULAY since May 1941, ceased
to function (66). NDHQ had decided that economical use of
instructors and equipment required all AA artillery reinfQrye
ments to be trained at one training centre, - A23 at HALIF1~.

To replace A24, a small school, the Coast ~trtillery School of
Instruction, was established at FORT 1~CAULAY with a staff of
three officers and six NCOs (67). For the next eight months
the ,CAS of I with its limited establishment was to bear the
bulk of the burden of training unit, cadres for the rapidly <

mobilizing AA batteries, both heavy and light, on PACIFIC
Command. .

43. During the early summer of 1942 the newly formed
batteri.es sent, in order of priori. ty, detachment s of officers
and NCOs to the CAS of I for courses of four weeks on Bofors,
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and six weeks on the 3.7".guns. The inadequate establishmerlt
of the School made it necessary to improvise an Ai. Wing and
to attach to the staff Qdditional instru.ctors and assistant
inst.ructors from units 'Nho could ill 2:c':tcl"'-: ';,'] spare them from
their cadres. Many of tho officers on Cb,3 8:"s..tes of the new
batteries had had little or no artillery .1:.l":::.:L:'n:';.ne;, and must be
given some training in IV;. artillery bE-:r' ..)re )):':'0:.' :lding to their
units. With the impending arrival of' h flood oi untrained "R"
recruits to fill the hutteries the need for materially
extending facilities at the CAS of I became urgent (68).

44. In August tne establishment of the School was in-
\

qreased to 15 officers and 95 other ranks, to include an AA
Wing to train 18 officers and 100 other ranks, and an additiorull
temporary AA Wing to give 500 "R" recruits basic and All,. artill
ery training (69). The first recruits reported from depots in
the western military districts on 7 August, fuld continued to
arrive in monthly batches of 500 to the end. of the year (.70).
On completion of four weeks' training at the CAS of I the men
were post.ad to Ai... unit s in the Command.

FORMll,.TI ON OF AA REG-TS

45. The need for grouping the newly formed units for
adminlstrative and operational control early became apparent.
A CGS submission to the Minister in Mar 1942, seeking autho
rity to form eight Headquarters of an .\A Regiment made the
following case:

" The Headquarters of both the ATLANTIC and PACIFIC
Commands are finding i'L ::'H~reasingly difficult, as
additional units are au~horized, to deal directly with
the vast amount of detail involved in the initial
development of the AA. Defences and the formation with
subsequent administrative and operational control of
the numerous Ai. units. As a result, the GO'sC-in-C,
ATLANTIC and PACIFIC Commands, have recommended, that
the AA Defences of their respective Commands be grouped,
where feasible, into regimen'~al areas, and that decen
tralized control be made possible by the provision of
a Headquarters of an lu\ Regiment for each regimental
ar ea (71)." -

46. Of the eight ~~\ regiments whose formation in CANADA
was approved, two were authorized for PACIFIC Command. HQ 27
AA Regt was established at ESQUI~~T, to administer the
batteries of the VICTORIA-ESQUIMJ~T - PATRICIA BAY area. HQ
28 AA Regt at VANCOUVER was tQ bo responsible for the VANCOUVER'
- SEA ISLAND - NEW vmsnnNSTER area. The effective date of
organization was 1 Jun 42 (72). When this regimental grouping
was being planned earlier in the years it had been considered
that for smallsl' areas, such as PRINCE RUPERT or TOFINO, the
formation of a Regims.!".t was not necessary, and t.hat the AA
units in these places, both of heavy type and light, could be
grouped ~!der the OC Heavy Battery (73\0

VICTORIA-ESQ,UIMALT - 27 All. REXj f.l.l RCA

47. On 26 Jun 42 Lt-Col RA GOUDEY (see para 41 abo~e)
(74) assumed the Command of the newly ~rganized 27 AA
Regiment~ esl;(.~t'llshing his headq'ler"t<i::--s2C ¥J'_CAULAY and·
becoming -r8E'p';2".:.8i.b2.e :'or the f-i:);-:'..:t~.:..-··;,:':a·~:'.on of' all the Jill
unit.s in the sonth-eas0 corn~r o~ \ijaJJ~ri1ER :LSL.AND (83).
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The 2 AA Bty (type H), the first qattery on the coast (see
para 25 above), 'had handed over the Bofors guns it had bean
temporarily ustng~ and Was now at MACAULAY manning four 3.7'"
guns newly arrived ~rom the factory for the AA cefence of
ESQ,UIMALT,..VICTORIA. At, FORT RODD HILL the 42 l~A Bty (Type 2:E!),
low on the list of priority for the organization of units wa&'
in training while awaiting the issue of its heavy guns C?5) •.,
By the end of the year the battery was mnnnine four 3. 7s, at
COLWOOD (76), and in April 1943 Battery HQ, moved to that site"
from RODD HIIJ. C-7?). The battery took over i t.8 OJ~oond opera"G~on
al site at TILLICUM~ in July 1943, to complete with the 2 AA
Bty the manning of the twel'~e 3,,7 11 guns assigned to VICTORIA
and ESQ,UIMALT (78)0 The three four-gun sites formed a triangle
in the centre of which lay the chief vulnerable point - the '
Drydock in ESQ.tJIMALT Harbour. , The 11.3 AA Bty (Type 3L) Was 1~,
July manning eight 40 mm Bofors guns (increased to twelve by the
end of the year), which were mounted singly at various strategic
points along the ESQUIMALT-VICTORIA waterfront-and on the high
ground above the two harbours (79). .

48. North of VICTORIA two anti-aircraft batteries were'
6U8rding the' important PATRICIA BAY air station. The 9 AA ~y

(Type 2H) was manning four' 3.7 tl guns, (of which two were 'the
original pair rushed out from HALIFAX in January). Ey Octobe~

the number had grown to eight, (with the battery ocoupying s~tes

at Wilson Road and BAZAN BAY, respectively north and south-east
of the airfield (80). Defence against low-flying aircraft was
furnished by the 10 AA Bty manning Bofors. To provide the:~
four-gun density considered necessary for the pro~ection of. &
vulnerable area of PATRICIA BAY's importance; the number of
Bofors,allotted had been increased to twelwe, and the 10 AA Bty
was conwert,ed from Type 2L to Type 3L to man the additional
e;uns (81). The remaining unit of the 27 AA Regt was the 1 AA
(MG) Troop, brought from ARVIDA at the end of 1941 (see para'
2? above) and now giving additional protection to the ESQUIMALT
Drydock with two .5" Browning Machine Guns manned at RODD HILL.
and two at PARSON's BRIDGE (82)0,

VANCOUVER - 28 AA BEGT RCA

49. ' HQ 28 AA Regt RCA, was established at VANCOUVER
Barracks on 26 Jun 42, with Lt-Col WHG LMffiERT as, Commanding
Officer (83). The neWly formed regiment comprised the two '
heavy and the three light batteries allocated for the AA def~nce

of the VANCOUVER - SEA ISLAND - NEW WESTMINSTER area (see para
34 above). The end of June found the 11 AA Bty (Type 2L) at:
SEA ISLAND manning its eight Bofors (84) t and the 31 AA Bty
(Type 3L) in VANCOUVER preparing to establish gunsites along
the industrial waterfront and at the North VANCOUVER ship
building yards (85). The remaining units of the new regiments
"the 21 AA Bty (Type 2H), the 43 AA Bt.y (Type ZH) and the 47 M
Troop (Type L), were still at ESQUIMALT, very much under ",

~---- strength and in the formative stage, undergoing training at
MACAULAY CAMP (86).

50. With :tWAF figh'ter and bomber squadrons operating fl'om
SEA ISLAND and BOUND~\RY BAY, the GOC-in-C, early in July decided
that the,disposition of AA defences in the area should be based
upon the defence of these two aerodromes (87). Accordingly ~ll·

AA guns in the a,rea, except four 3.?" guns at VANCOUVER Harbour~

were allocated to the SEA ISLAND and OOUNDARY BAY sta't,ions 0 ...

The removal of all Bof'ors fI"om VANCOUVER solved the somewhat;
difficult problem of selecting sites for the limit0d number 9t
guns available in an industrial area that had many targets or"
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relatively equal status but no~e of outstanding importance (88).
The new disposition se~t the 21 All Bty (Type 2H) to BOUNDARY
BAY early i.n September. and the 43 A.f:t Bty (Type 2H) to SEA
ISLA..~Do By the end cl' the year each of' the 1.~wo heavy ~nt"teries

had ::-eceived half of i"ts allotment' of 3 0 '79 ~ buT. ]. t was not until
April lS43 that the full complement of glms ~ad been moun~ed,

with the 21 Bty manning eight at BOUNDARY BAY ~ and the 43 E'ty
manning four at SEA ISLAND and four in VANCOUV""ER ~Ambleside) (89)0

51 0 The new disposition of defences prov·ic.ed the two air-·
fields on the Mainland with the same anount of protection
against low-flying craft as !lad been g:t·~en the PATRICIA BAY
Station, - twelve BOfors each. To meet these requirements th~

31 AA Bty (~~pe 3L) was reallocated from VANCOVrER to BOUNDARY
BAY (9.0), and the 11 .AA' B:ty (Type 2L) a1; SEA ISLAND was oonve:r:t
ed to a Type 3L battery~ absorbing the personnel of the 47 M,.,
Troop, whioh was disbanded (91). By the middle of Octob~r all
twenty-four Bofors were in action (92)0

52. The foll~Ni.ng table shows the rearrangement that had
taken place in the allocation of anti-aircraft equipments for
the VANCOUVER Defenqes and the batteries assigned to man them
(91):~ .

Looation lonne]." Allotment ~~ Allotmen't

12 (:t,.l)-
12 (31)8 (21)

40Jmn(Btyl 3,· 7'9 "BJ?zl 40mm(~)

12(31) 4 (43)
8(11) 4 (43)
4(47)...

16 (21&43)

h.7"(Bt:l1

VANCOUVER
SEA ISLAND AERODROME
NEw WESTMINSTER
BOtrnDARY BAY AERODROME

The new disposition was to hold reasonably firm until 'the re~

organiza~ion of the~ Regiments in July 1943.

ADVANCED AIRBASES - 58 SPEC AA BTY

53. Out at "the advanced air bases at ALLIFORD BAY, BELI.J1:.
BELLA, COAL HARBOUR and UCLUELET, the five Special Shrapnel
Sections, RCA, manning their 75·-mm field. guns in an anti-ship;
role, had been redesignated as Independent ~\ Sections, with
the establishment of each increased to two officers and 44 other
ranks (See para 29 aboYe) (93). The long awaited Bofors .
arrived during the summer, and by September were in action in .
an AA defence role at each of the four bases (94). In order tp
relieve these small isolated units of some of the burden of .:
administrative detail particularly with regard to the account~

ing of Ordnance and Armament Sto~es1 a battery headquar~ers

WaS organized, to be responsible fo~ the training and admin
istration of the five seOtions (95)0 H~ 58 Special AA Bty ,
RCA (Capt G F~~~NING, OC), was established at ESQUIMALT in dun~
1942, moving to HASTINGS PARK, VANCOUVER,' in December (95),
assuming control, under the Colonel Fixed Defences, of 35-39
AA Seo~ions RCA e For a year the battery headquarters
administered the five AA sectionsj'keeping four at the air
stations and one relief section on leave or in training. In
July 1943, when reorganlzation of AJ~ defences in the Command
took place, H~ 58 Spec AA Bty and 37, 38 ~\ Sections were dis
banded. The remaining three sections of the battery were ex-·
panded to form.35, 36 and 39 AA Tps (Type L), passing under
the oont~ol'of the 29 and 30 AA Regts (97).
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PRINCE RUPERT - 29 hA REGT

54. The strat.egic· importance of PRINCE RUPERT had plaQsd
.high on the list of p·riority of" mobilization the two AA bat- .
teries allocated to that city's defence (see para 36 above) •.
But the shortage of available personnel and the limited ~rain

ing facilities im the Command made it carly apparent that it
would be late in the summer of 1942 before the two units could
be ready to assume an operational role. Early in June, howeyer,

. the Japanese attack on Dutch Harbour precipitated action i~

ma~y an operational .plan at the Coas~, and on 9 June the 32 ili~

Battery moved to PRINCE RUPERT from its MACAULAY training camp.
The next day it took on strength fifty-two t1On-gunners from"
~he 1 Bn Edmonton Fusiliers, "with only thirty days' 1l;,raining,
and with mumps", as the battery diarist reproachfully observ~

(98). The 22 AA Bty :r-eached the northern port on 11 Sep 42, .
in time to get four 3.7''' guns in ac:tion by mid-October.

55. But the pioneers in providing the anti-aircraft d~

fences of PRINCE RUPERT were the men and guns of the 112 Ligh~

AA Bty, of LETHBRIDGE, a sub unit of the 0 Light AA Regt of
the 4 Division 0 "G" Troop of this battery, comprising 3 officers
and 81 other ranks, arriwed at the northern terminal early in.
March, and at once began constructing gunsites for the Bofor~

that were on the way from the factory. By the end of April
they had six guns in position alOng the waterfrqnt and out ~~
the RCAF seap1ane base at SEAL COVE, with the allotment off
eight being completed in May (99). On 10 June the rest of the
battery (4 officers and loa ORs), with Maj RW PHIPPS in command,
arrived from PETAWAWA bringing six Bofors with th8m. "G"
troop, ever the pioneers, went up to ANNETTE ISLAND (see pa~a

&3 below), and for six weeks the light battery manned the
eight guns at PRINCE RUPERT before handing them over to the
newly organized 32 AA Battery (100). From early June until,
the arrival of the 22 AA Bty in September Maj PHIPPS retainad
command of the .AA defences 01' PRINCE RUPERT and ANNETTE ISLM"D.
During the remainder of t~eir stay at the West Coast the 112
LAi~ Bty p·rovided detachments for the Bofors guns at the coa~~

batteries at BiffiRETT and FAIRVIEW FORTS, as well as supplying
personnel .to man the four AA guns on No 1 Armoured Train ope~

ating between TERRACE and PRINCE Ru7ERT (101). By the middl~

of September, with other batteries light and heavy beginning'
to arrive in the area, thei.r emergency role of filling the
breach in the northern anti'~aircraft defences came to an end,
and with their companion ba'tte::-y from the 6 LAA Regt, the 30
LAA Bty, who had been performing similar duties on VANCOUVE~_

ISLAND, they returned to PETkWi~WA~ en route for overseas (102).

56. For the ne:;~t nine mon-r,hs the 3>2 i-..i~ Bty (Type 2L)
and the 22 i •.H. Bty (Type 2H) prov5.1ed PRINCE RUPERT t sinner ¥
defences~ The ultimate allotment of ~.7-inch guns for the
Northern defences hud been increased ~il July from four to .
eight, to allm'lj i't)r y~aci:l£ four l5l.i.ns on ANNETTE ISLk.ND. To;
man tho addi t5.onal gUllS the ,£.2 j~J.,. Dflt J':"8ry had been converted
into u TJ·pe 2H (1.03», and one -::'roop man.nod th~ir guns OJlIl
ANNET'l~ IS1A1TJ) from September :1942 .;.tJ the following May (see
para 64 below), The site chosen fo~ tae four PRINCE RUPERT
387" guns was on high-ground on llth hvenue at the south...centra
of the city. Put into aetion in October .1942., it was by fa~.'

the most ea~ily constructed of the sites that were later to :,
complete the city's heawy JJ~ tiefences~

57. An importan~ change in the policy of a~lotment of
heavy AA guns in CI1NADA came in January, 1943, when the Chiefs
of Staf:! Committee, acting on Bt'i.tish experience in active
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theatres of operations, reached the conclusion "that better
value WOuld be obtained in the AA defence of CANADA generally
by withdrawing the heavy AA defence against high level bombi~
from areas of secondary importance where only one 3~7" battery
has been located, and using the guns withdrawn to strengthen
the defence of larger areas ~nose present allotment is obly
eight or twelve guns" •. The factors whose, consideration led to
this decision were as follows:

(a) "High-level bombing is usually carried out only
against big targets.

(b) Only sporadic bombing raids are presently envisaged
in this country.

(c) It may be assumed that only' a limited load of
bombs can be carried for purposes of a raid on
this country.

(d) Spot bombing is not customarily carried out from
high altitudes. I

(e) 3.7" AA guns cannot effectivelJT engage aircraft
carrying out low level or dive bombing attacks.

(r) Nothing less than an eight-gun density (equal
to sixteen guns at least) is likely to produce
lethal results against high level bombing. Four
guns have not even deterrent value against a
determined pilot." (l04)~

58. In PACIFIC Oommand the new decision meant the with..,.
drawal of the' heavy batteries guarding or allocated to' bhQ
airfields at ANNETTE ISLAND, TOFINO and PORT HARDY. It was
not difficult to find new roles for them. Revisions of the
Ultimate Scale of Allotment of AA guns made by the Chiefs of

, Staff Committee in March and again in !~y 1943 had increased
PRINCE RUPERT's quota of 3'.7" guns to twelve, and now
assigned twenty-fOur heavy guns to the VANCOUVER Area (105).
On 12 Hay "B" Troop of the 22 AA Bty returned from ANNETTE
ISLAND to join the parent battery at PRINCE RUPERT (106).
From TOFINO the 23 AA Bty (Type H) went in mid-April to
VANCOUVER (107), later to be increased to a Type 2H battery
as part of a reorganized 28 AA Regt. PORT HARDY never saw
its heavy battery. Organized in June 1942 for service at th~.

North VANCOUVER ISLAND airfield, the 44 AA Bty (Type H) had
spent nine months at ESQUI1~T gradually building up its
strength towards war establishment. The changed policy sent"
the battery to PRINCE RUPERT in July 1943, after spending four
uncertain months at HASTINGS PARK, VANCOUVER (108)0

59. By the middle of 1943 the increase in the numbor of
units providing the AA defences of PRINCE RUPERT led to the

~ ;.

organization of the 29 AA Regt RCA to administer all AA
batteries and sub-units in Northern BRITISH COLUMBIA (109).
Regimental Hea.dquarters was set up i.:1. PRINCE RUPERT on 5 Jul
43 (110). Lt-Col GF PAULIN, ED, came from Brigade Major,
ESQUIMALT Fortress, to become the first Commanding Officer.
Second in Command was ~1aj AD MORRIS~ who: as OC 22 AA Bty
(Type 2H), had been OC PRINCE RUPERT A~ Defences during the
preceding ten months. The new regiment comprised the followi~g

units: -
HQ 29 AA Regt

22 AA Bty (Tyye 2H)
44 AA Bty (Type H)

PRINCE RUPERT
PRINCE RUPERT
PRINCE RUPERT
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HQ ~2 AA Bty (Type 3L)
34 AA Bty (Type 21.)
35 AA Tp (Type L)
62 AA Tp (Type LS)

9 AA. GOR

. PRINCE' RUPERT
ANNETTE ISLAND
ALLIFORD BAY
1JII'5.ITEHORSE
PRINCE RUPERT

60. Throughout the summer of 1943 the me~ of the two
heavy batteries toiled at the tremendous task of car'V·iiJ.g their
gunsites out of the northern muskeg. "B" Troop 22 AA Bty on
their return from. ANNETTE ISLAND (see para 58 above) went tq
work at TOBEY POINT on DIGBY ISLAND, due west of PRINCE RUPmRT
(lll). Across the harbour, four miles to the north-west of .
the city, the 44 AA Bty pi~ched their tents Rnd began construc
tion at PILLSBURY COVE (112). To move the guns and equipment
into position it was necessary at both'sites to build a plaqk
road on log trestles and corduroy for a distance of some five
hundred yards up from the beach. Gravel, rock and shale fo~'

the gun foundations had to be hauled up by truck from the beach
at low tide. Ten feet 'of rock went in under the guns. By
mid-September, '~hen the 9 AA Bty from PATRICIA BAY relieved
the 22 ,l>.,.,A Bty, -ehe sites were sufficiently far advanced 'for
all guns to be in action, and PRINCE RU:PERT's ultimate
allotment of twelve 3.7's had been filled (113).

61. The same considerations that had raised the allotment
of heavy guns to the northern city brought about an increase
in her defences against lOW-flying attack. A Chiefs of Staff
Committee decision in March 1943 recommended that the number
of Bofors provided for the city be raised to twelve "in view
of the importance of PRINCE RUPERT to US - ALASKAN activiti~s

and the assumption by CANADA 'of responsibility for the AA
defences of the port" (114). To meet the change the 32 AA Bty
was converted fron Type 2L to Type 3L (115). By the end of
1943 the twelve Bofors were in action along the PRINCE RUPERT
waterfront and at SE,AI. COVE, manned by 11 Aii. Bty (Type 3L)'
which had relieved the 32 AA Bty in September;

ANNETTE ISLAND

62. The story of CANADA's provision of anti-aircraft
defences on the UNITED STATES owned ANNETTE ISLAND in South~ I

Eastern ALASKA may be.considered as starting with a meeting
that took place on 6 Mar 42 at Headquarters 13th Naval District
SEATTLE, attended by the Commanders of the UNITED STATES and
CM~ADIAN Services on the PACIFIC Coast. At the meeting, which
was held to consider the whole problem of defence'on the West .
Coast, the Ai.r Officer Commanding, Western Air Command,
stressing the necessity for fighter-aircraft to protect the
increasingly important base of PRINCE RUPERT, put forward t~e

suggestion of stationing a RC~~ fighter squadron on ANNETT~:

ISLAND. Units of the UNITED STATES Army Air Corps could not
be spared for se~ice in South Eastern ALJ~KA, the Western
defences at KOD.IAK and DUTCH IL~BOUR demanding a much higher
degree of priority (116). The sliegestion became a recommen~a
tion of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, and on 2? Apr 42
the 115 Fighter Squadron RCAF landed on the island, to be
reinforced by the 118 Fighter Squadron at the end of June (:Ll?).

d

63. First anti-aircraft defences for ANNETTE ISLJ\ND wers
prOVided by "G" Tp 112 Light AA Bty which moved in by
instalment s with six 40-mm guns between 1 June and 20 June ".'
(See para 55 above). By the end of July the remainder of the
battery, less detachments at the PRINCE RUPERT forts, had
followed "G" Troop to the island. During July and August the
Battery constructed permanent sites for the ultimate allot~~nt
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of' eight Bofo:r3, bull t "1-.>, '. :.,~~s!-·9.:r.y r')~.ds to these sites, ana.
selected posi tioltS for t:':1e 5 ,/11 ~'l1ns t.;:,.:-'.·~ wel'e to come in with
the 22 Ai Bty (1::"'3)" P'.I}:;..:r:~.C'(1at{on fo:.:" tn8 .; r:tnudian troops was
provided by the ·C·:: ~\T'mJ; ~~,r:t -Jsr...:i.sted :.,f' Lr.~.2.f-rouhd (Q.uonset)
huts as living-q,.ue.rter3 )~or persor-nel; ;;;:'.:;.l.: TG'):reation rooms,
kit chens, dining rooms et.c construct eel o::~ 1u.:D.be:r' (119). For
rations they were attached to the }\()Jl:;T, .':u:;:'ing the batte:t'~Tl $

ste.y at M1NETTE rel~tionG \r.:.i:·h t1.1e R::;:~( 8..r:~. th3 US J\.rf.1Y .:lnd Air
Corps were of the most cord~21 ~atur6 (120). and their d8Ia~t~re
brought from the US gR;."~; '?O/l c0IT.iI:J.a."1.de::- a. 'Jorr.J1en1a·~:i on for th~ir
"soldi erly ccndu0,~ anG. gdrJ.F.J..~s.l depo~tmer..t whj J e <:; tR~io!1ed G t
that cO!llmand Vl (121),

64 e C.rl 1.-'- 813p 4? the 34 .:.\A Bty (TY;le 2L) relieved the 2.12
LAJ... Bty at Al\iN2iJ.Hl1 13; ISL"lN'D) and at the Sam.3 time "BII Troop of 
the 22 l~A Rty (TY'9A 2H:1 Rrrived to man th'3 fonr 307 IV gun
positions ('-~:;3f:) e ,::.':>18 3~ AA Bty was ol"'iginall~T slated fOl'" ,
employment at·, :qj:RGY Bj'~Y tsee para 34 above), but the delay in
completion of --che airfield there, and the need for releasing
the 112 LAA Btv f0r movement overseas led to the chanee 0f
allocation (1(1,3), :Like many another unit on the PACIFIC CO"lst
in 1942 the ta~tery entered its first operational role with ~he

minimum of trainiJg, Formed at ESQUI1U~T in July, the battery
had, by the end of August acquired a strength of only 6 officers
and 36 other ranl;:s out of an establishm.ent of 7 a...'1d 167. Be ...
fore leaving for th8 north the numbers 'litere increased by the
45 recruits who had sYI3~t a month at the Cf~ of I (124)9 but,
for the majority of th8 battery'f) personnel training came
during the year they Dpent manning their lonely Bofors in the
unattractive climate of .ill\TNETT!]; ISLA...·r-,m (125). Their companions
at the heavy gunsitos~ the 22 i~. Bty, stayed only seven months.
The decision to withdraw 3 c ?I: d8feno es from outlying airfields
(see para 58 above) resulted 2.i.1 the troop's vvithdrawal to
PRINCE RUPERT early in May 1943, to put their guns in action
at TOBEY POINT (126). .

65. The removal of the heavy guns 1 eft the eight Bofors
of the 34 ill~ Bty providing ANNETTE ISL1Th~'S sole p~ defence.
But the strategic role of the island was rapidly changing. By
early fall the RCAF was preparing to vacate the Alaskan island
in favour of TERR~CE on the ~ainland. Landing strips had been
completed at MASSETT and Sl~DSPIT in the QUEEN CH.ARLOTTE Isl~ds,

and the combination of better weather and advanced runways w~~

calculated to give as effective air coverage from TERRACE as '
from l~~TTE ISLJUJD (127) •. On 6 Oct 43 the 34 1~ Bty was with
drawn to VliliCOUVER, to be disbanded by the end of the year (~).
Its place at ill~~TTE ISL.~~D was taken for a short time by the
31 lJl Bty (~yp8 2L) bnt on 16 November the RCAF left for the
island for rCERRACE, and at the end of the month the 31 Bty was
craved to PATRICIA BAY, leaving l~ETTE to its American owners
(129). .

66. The despatch of the 34 _'l.1l. Bty and the 22 AA Bty to
liN1\~TTE ISL '\N]) in Sept emher 1942, mar}:ecl the fir st employment:
of NRMA persc\nnel or Hembers. HD' of the Canadian Mmy in an
operational role outside of Cl~~ADAr Special governmental
authorization was given in Order-in-Council PC 7995, dated 4 '
Sep 42, which permitted despatch of ~~ personnel in three AA
batteries vtfor service and duty in the territory of ALASKA!? .,
(130). Named with the 22 and 34 AA Batteries but not sent
was the 32 AA Bty. (The 112 LAA Bty which served in AL.ASKA. was.
composed or General Service personnel). Before the 34 Battery
was relieved at ANNE'IITJ!: ISLAND a. further Order-in-Council,
PC 3238, of 20 Apr 43, extended. t:Je provisions of the previoU$
order to include any reinfo::-cemen~s~ both artillery and
infantry, that might be sent to A~l11iK.Ao
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WHITEHORSE - 62 AA TROOP

67. Under 29 AA Regt for administration was the G?
Ali. Tp (LS)', a unit organized in Marc~l 1943 on a special
establishment to provide anti-aircraft defence at ~nITE~G~3~J

YT(131). When Maj-Gen PEARKES,GOC-in-C,pacific Commanl1~

attended the official opening of the ALASKA HIGIDVAY in t~rl

previous November, the uS Commander, Brig-Gen JA 0'C01NOB~

Commanding W'V Service ,J0IJlll1end ~ had urged the desirability
of increasing the GCi:J.e.ciic.:·:l 0.efor:.~e forces at WHITEHORSE
(which then 00n.::i sted of ~i8 9 JI.erodrome Defence Company).
The Big WHI~EHO~BE aerodrome formed a strategic link in. the
chain of comr.r\J.ni cations te· PJ..J~~A. At the end of 1942 the
city was the Jase for an extGnsive oil pipe-line construction
programme~ Rnd an enormous Quantity of material had been
assembled. T~e proximity of ~mITEHORSE to the Coast, less
than 100 miles, made it an inviting target to Japanese air
attack (132). As a result of Gen PEARKES' recommendations
the 62 AA Tp, after a brief period of organization and
training at HASTINGS, was despatched vi~ SKAGWAY to WHITE
HORSE. The six Bofors were in action by 29 Jun. During

','the two months the Troop remained at vTIfITEHORSE, they were
attached to the North West Service Command of the US Army
for quarters and rations and for medical and dental service.
The reduction of ATTU and the impending campaign against
KISKA lessened the Japanese threat through the ALEUTIANS,
and on 11 Aug 43 the troop was withdrawn to VANCOUVER, where
disbandment took place on 30 Sep 43 (133).

NORTH V.ANCOUVER ISLAND - 30 .AJ~ REGT RCA

68. On 4 Oct 40 the newly formed Permanent Joint Board
on Defence in making its First Report to the President of
the UNITED STATES and to the Government of C~~ADA recommended
among certain defence measures to be taken by the Canadian
Government independently, and as soon as possible, the
provision of "an aerodrome at the north end of VANCOUVER
ISLiJID" so as to permit the operation of defending aircraft
therefrom" (134). j~ month later, informally making its
Eleventh Recorn.m.endation, the Board advised the construction
of another aerodrome at UCLUELET for the following purposes:

n(a) To extend the operational ranges and areas of
fighter aircraft and provide more advanced defence to
our vulnerable positions.

(b) To provide bomber and fighter support to the north
aerodromes and towards the QUEEN CHbRLOTTE ISLANDS and
the West Coast up towards PRINCE RUPERT •.

(c) To provide an alternative landing place for
bombers and fighters in a very variable weather
area. t1 (135)

69. As a result of reconnaissance and detailed survey
following these recommendations, construction was started
at p~y BAY at the north end of V;Er.OUVER ISLAND, and at
TOFINO in the west, some fifteen miles up tbe coast from
UCLUELET. The tremendous tadk of carving these airfields
out of the dense timber proceeded steadily, with priority
being given to the TOFINO station, and by August 1942, work
on one runway wa~ sufficiently near completion to allow its
use by operati<Jnal aircraft (137). On 4 July a force
consisting of the 30 Light AA Bty RCA supported by a rifle
unmpany and a section of carriers from the Dufferin and
Haldlllitina Rifles was detailed for the defence of TOFINO
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Aerodrome. In command of the force was the OC 30 LAb
Bty, Major Conn SMYTHE MC (136).

70. The 30 LJJ. Bty, of TORONTO, a component unit of
the 6 Lt i~~ Regt RCA of the 4 Division, had been brought
to the PACIFIC Coast from PETkWAWL early in June, and had
been employed in manning Bofors at the heavy coastal
batteries at ES~UIMhLT and at YORKISL1~ (138). Throughout
July and J~gust they maintained their guard at TOFINO with
eight Bofors disposed to meet dive-bombing threats or
attempted use of the landing strips by enemy aircraft, as
well as poss~ble attack from the sea by small water-borne
craft (136). On 9 Sep 42 they were relieved by the 33 AA
Bty (Type 2L) RCh, which arrived at TOFINO simultaneously
with a heavy battery; the 23 hJ~ Bty (Type H) RCh.

71. In accordance with the previously decided policy
of grouping anti-aircraft units for administrative purposes
(see para 46 above) the command of the iJ. defences of the
TOFINO-UCLUELET area now passed to the officer commanding
the heavy battery, Maj j~ Rl~SOM (later 2 i/c 27 JJ~ Regt
RCA). Both the 23rd and the 33rd Batteries had been
mobilized to fill the role they were now occupying (see
paras 33 and 34 above) and had undergone a short period of
organization and training at ~AULAY. The 23 AA Bty, with!
its four 3.7" guns all in action by the end of October (139)
did not stay long at TOFINO. The withdrawal of heavy AA '
defences from outlying airfields sent the battery to
VANCOUVER on 18 Apr 43 (see para 58 above), and by the
beginning of June its four guns were in action at POINT GREY
(139). But its companion battery remained longer at TOFINO,
Except for a four months' oreak in the spring of 1943, when
it was relieved by the 59 AA Bty f.or a tour of duty and
training at MACAULAY, the 33 AA Bty was destined to remain
continuously on the West Coast of VANCOUVER ISLAND.

72. In June 1943, when regimental groupings of AA
units in PACIFIC Command were undergoing revision, authority
was granted for the organization of the 30 AJ~ Regt RCA, to
administer the anti-aircraft defences of the northern and
western areas of ViMCOUVER ISLAND (140). Under the command
of Lt-Col KB JENCKES. formerly OC of the disbanded 9 Lt AA
Regt RC.A., Headquarters was set up at PORT iLBERNI on 3 Jul
43, the new regiment comprising the following sUb-units(141):-

H~ 30 AA Regt Rei,
33 AA Bty (Type 4L)
59 AA Bty (Type 3L)
36 AA Tp (Type L)
39.AA Tp (Type L)

PORT lJ:.BERNI
TOFINO and UCLUELET
PORT HARDY and COAL HARBOUR
COMOX
BELLA BELLA

73. The organization of the 30 AA Regt coincided with
the ,disbandment of H~ 58 Special AA Bty, which for a year .
had administered the scattered anti-aircraft sections at the
advanced air bases (see para 53 above). These sections "
were either expanded to bA troops (Type L), e.g. 35 AA Tp
at ALLIFORD BAY and the 39 AA Tp at BELLA BELLA, or absorbed
into existing batteries, as was the case with the sections
at UCLUELET and COJ~ HARBOUR. The 33 Ah Bty jumped from
Type 2L to Type 4L in order to take over the four-gun
assignment of the 37 j~ Section at UCLUELET, and to man the
AA defences at TOFINO now increased to twelve Bofors. The
59 AA Bty, formed in Oct 42 as Type 2L to replace at HiJroY
BAY the 34 j~ Bty which had gone to lMNETTE ISLhND (142),
was converted to a Type 3L battery when it absorbed the 38
f~ Sec at C01~ H1JffiOUR and took over its guns. The battery'
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entered upon its operational role at PORT F~Y on 16
Oct 43, putting eight Bofors into action (143). Shortly
afterwards the COj~ HlJffiOUR positions were closed down,
and at the end of October the battery reverted to Type
2L (144).

74. The 30 jJ~ Regt was short-lived. The period of
expansion of anti-aircraft defences on VfECOuvER ISLj~~

was almost over, and there was little for a regimental
headquarters to do. The two anti-aircraft batteries
administered their outlying detachments at UCLUELET and
COIL HhRBOUR, and the 36 Ju~ Tp, converted from the 36 J~_

Sec of the 58 Spec iJ... Bty, and slated for COMOX was disbanded
without reaching its destination. In October all forces in
North, VANCOUVER ISI,lJ\1D were placed under command of the OC
Kent Regt at TOFINO (145), and the executive authority of
the JJ. Regimental Headquurters was thus further reduced (146).
~t the end of the year HQ 30 hJ~ Regt was disbanded, and the
33 hA Bty and the 59 l~ Bty reverted to independent status
in the jV~ defences of North VJ~COUVER ISLJiliID (147).

IJ... DEFENCE OF CD BATI'ERIES

75. In addition to planning anti-aircraft defences
for vulnerable points at centres of population, and for
airfields and seaplane bases, it was necessary to provide
protection from air attack for the important coast defence
batteries which gu~rded the approaches to the defended ports
of BRITISH COLUMBIL. Low level attack rather than high
altitude spot bombing was to be expected on such relatively
small targets, and allocation was made of two Bofors 40-mm
guns to each of the seven counter-bombardment batteries in
the PLCIFIC Command (148). For the first two and a half
years of war the establislli~ent of coastal batteries h~d

included ;J. LMG numbers (149), though guns were lacking, an~

after PEJ~ HIJrnOUR the outlying Coast j~tillery Searchlight
detaohments at ViECOUVER und VICTORIh-ESQUI1ULT were issued
with a dozen Bren guns for their ~\h protection (150). The
decision to provide Bofors added to the establishment of
each of the batteries affected a light Ah section consisting
of one officer and 21 other ranks (151). Until the new 40-mm
guns were available, two .303 inch hA LMGs (Bren) ~~re

allowed as an interim measure of protection (152).

76. While the revised was establishments referred to
above carried effective dates of 1 May 42 and 1 Jun 42,
provision of personnel for the new j~ sections was not
immediately authorized by NDHQ (153). When authority was
issued nO'personnel were available to form the sections
(154). To fill the gap the 30 L;~ Bty, of the 6 Lj~ Regt
RC.i~, was moved from PETLV.V1~Wj.. to VMTCOUVER ISLAND early in
June, and by the end of the month the battery was furnishing
detachments manning two Bofors each at the MJJZY HIIL, J:J..BERT
REin und CHRISTOPHER POINT forts outside ESQUIMJLT, and at
YORKE ISL1JID in JOHNSTONE STRi..ITS (155). Up at PRINCE. RUPERT
detachments of the 112 Lf~ Bty were performing similar duties
with the' heavy coastal batteries at BhRRETT and FJURVIEW
(see para 55 above). ~t POINT GREY, the remaining counter-
bombardment battery in PJ~IFIC Command, it was decided that
because of VJ~COU'TER's comparatively protected location
provision of 40 rom guns was not necessary (156), and the
original allotment of two Bofors and the inclusion of a
manning section in the coast bat~ery's establishment were
cancelled (157).
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77. When the two batteries of the 6 Lt ~\ Regt left
the Pj~IFIC Coast (see para 55 above) manning of the Bofors
was taken over by the coastal batteries as guns and personnel
became avail~ble (158). By the middle of November all
twelve guns were being manned at the six forts (159). L
year later, when the manpower situation was effu:}ting restri:Jtiop.E
upon the strengths of static coastal units, the light J~

sections were dropped from the battery establishments,
although the Bofors guns remained at their sites for use in
emergency (160). 1J\lhere tho necessary Bun crews would have
como from in such a case wc:.s left to the ingenuity of the

I commander of the local coastal battery (161).

MOBILE j~~ j~TILLERY - 9 LjJ~ REGT RCA

78. The move of the 6 Division to the PhCIFIC Coast
in the late summer of 1942 brought from PET.hWLW.A, where it
had completed concentration (162), the divisional anti
aircraft regiment, the 9 1t lJi Regt RCL. Component batteries

. were the 25,' 46, 48 and 79, mobilized respectively at OTTnq£,
SIMCOE, Ont., WATFORD, Ont, and MONTRE1~, representing four
Military Districts. Under the command of Lt-Col KB JENCKES
(later OC 30 lJ~ Regt RCA) the regiment arrived in VJ~dOUVER
on 7 Oct 42, and continued training at HJ3TINGS PJillK for the
remainder of the year.. In January 1943 the regiment moved
from V~COUVER, with the exception of 79 Bty, which remained
at HbSTINGS PjJlli:. The 25 Bty went to PORT lJ..BER.l\II, the 46
Bty to NJ~jJMO, and the 48 Bty to TERRLCE, to form the mobile
j~ suport for the three brigade groups of the 6 Div (163).
Regimental HQ was established at Work Point Barracks,
VICTORIJi, from which point tho Commanding Officer exercised
control of the training of his scattered batteries (164).
In March 1943 the 33 L.... Bty (Type 2L) and the 44 L.i1. Bty (Type
H), both temporarily at ESQUIMj~T, came under command of the
9 LJJ~ Regt (165).

79. As administration of the 25, 46 and 48 Lj~~
Batteries passed more and more completely to the Infantry
Brigade Groups to whom they were attached, it became no
longer practicable to maintain a regimental headquarters.
In June HQ 9 L1J.. Regt was disbanded (166). Lt-Col JENCKES
assumed co~mand of the newly formed 30 hb Regt, retaining the
majority of the personnel of the old HQ 9 l~ Regt to fill
the establishflent of the new headquarters (167). The 79 L1-J~

Bty was reorganized from its mobile status to 79 1~ Bty
(Type 2L) and slated for employment at TERR;~E under HQ 29
Regt. Before it got to its new station Ali defence of the
TERRACE airfield was abandoned, and the 79 Bty was disbanded
on 1 Nov 43 (168).

80. The remaining three batteries of the 9 LjJ~ Regt
attained independent status. The 46 LAi~ Bty, serving with
the 13 Inf Bde Gp, participated in the KISKA operation (June
43 to Jan 44)0 With one troop of four Bofors assigned to
each of the three combat teams that participated in the
Dccupation, t~8 role of the battery was to provide defence
against strafing aircraft during the landing. Later, during
the five months that the Canadians stayed on KISKh, the guns
of the battery formed an important part of the anti-aircraft
defence of the whole island (lEg). Upo:r.. its return to C.::.N.L.DJ..
the battery was reo:,ganized 'xi th three troops of six guns
each, as had already been t.hl3 cs.se w.L th the 48 and 25 L1J...
Batterie s, attached to the 14 /J.Le. 15 Tnf Bde Gps respectively
(170). ks the brigades moved in rotation to the verious
operational and training ce.mps of the Comme.nd, - NLNJ~O,

PORT J,LBERNI, COURTENJ..Y, TERRLCE and WLnr.\TRIGHT, the mobile .
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batteries accompanied them participating in the training
exercises and schemes that might some day lead to actual
operutional activity.

IV THE COMPLETION OF EXPJillSION

ULTIMATE" SC.ALE OF GUNS IN ACTION (i) 3.7"

81. By the end of 1943 shipment of r~ guns and
equipment authorized for PACIFIC Command had been almost
completed. ~~lereas in May 1942 there had only been eight
3.7" and a dozen 40-mm guns at the Coast, December 1943
found 56 heavy guns and 142 Bofors manned. Fourteen heavy
anti-aircraft sites for the defence of VPs in the major
populated areas had been selected during 1943 upon the
recommendation of Msj-Gen SCM ARCHIBhLD, DGrV.. ~ troop of
n heavy battery manned each of the sites, which were allocated
on the basis of two to PATRICIA BAY {see para 48 above},
three each to PRINCE RUPERT {pare. 60} and VICTOHIA-ESQ,UIMJ:LT
(para 47) and six to VANCOUVER. The allocation to VJRCOUVER
of the TOFINO 3.7 tt guns in April 1943 (see pc.ra 58 above)
had made possible an extension end reorganization of that
city's heavy j~ defences. The BOU1mARY BAY heavy battery
was brought with its eight guns into the city to give
Y.ANCOUVER a total of 24 3.7" guns. The six sites selected
formed a double triangle about the city, and each of the
heavy batteries in the area assumed manning duties at two
of the positions. Lt the end of the year dispositions were
as follows:-

21 J~ Bty (Type 2H)
23 AA Bty {Type 2H}
42 j~ Bty {Type 2H}

j~LESIDE and POINT-GREY
LULU ISL~ and LITTLE MOUNTAIN
LYNMUIR and BURNABY (171).

ULTIMJ,.TE SCiLE OF GUNS IN ACTION (ii) 40 mm

82. The disbandment or cancellation of anti-aircraft
batteries for \VHITEHORSE, JiliNETTE ISLj~, C01~ H1JrnOUR,
COMOX, TERRJ~E and No 1 j~oured Train left the Command at
the end of 1943 with no shortage of Bofors guns. With
possible scales of attack on the down-grade, and the manpower
situation becoming increasingly difficult, it was possible
that further reductions in the manning of J~ defences would
have to be made. The completion of the ultimate scale found
Bofors in action at vulnerable points in industrial areas and
at outlying airfields and sea plane bases. They were
dispersed as follows: VbNCOUVER (including SEA ISLJRD and
BOUNDARY BAY) 24 guns; VICTORIA-ESQ,UIMALT, 14; PATRICIA BAY,
12; PRINCE RUPERT (including the RCAF bases at SEAL COVE
and ALLIFORD BAY) 16; TOFINO and UCLUELET; 16; PORT HARDY
and BELLA BELLA, 12. In addition two Bofors were manned by
Coast Artillery personnel at each of six Coast Battery sites
(see para above), while the three mobile independent AA
batteries had received 36 of their total allotment of 54
guns (172).

AUXILIARY AA EQ,UIPMENT

83. The exte.nt to which the four 3.7 t1 guns of a heavy
AA battery could be said to be in a fully operational role
was limited by the nature of the fire control instruments
in use at the gunsites. For every four guns a Predictor
(Sperry No.5) was provided, - an ingenious instrument into
which was fed the data regarding the movement of the
approaching target, and from which magslip cables transmitted
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to the guns the target's future angle of sight, bearing
and range. To obtain the neces~ary information for the
Predictor, Height and Range Finuers could be employed when
targets were visible. But the more modern method of
detection of planes, seen or unseen, and one that gave
earlier warning and more accurate fire-control data, was
the use of radar or GL sets (see para 17 above). The GL
1~ IIIc set consisted of a ZPI (Zone Position Indicator)
sweeping over a full 360 degrees and giving first warning
of approaching planes at 60,000 yards range, and an APF
(Accurate position Finder) which then pin-pointed the target
by means of a concentrated beam reaching out 17,000 yards.
If the target were to be engaged magslip cables carried the
data into the Predictor for transmission to the guns.

84. The methods then by which heavy batteries could
engage targets were dependent upon the fire control in
struments as follows:~

(a) \Vhen neither Height and Range Finders nor GL sets
were available, batteries could only engage by firing
concentrations.

(b) With H & RF or GL sets in use seen targets could
be engaged.

(c) The employment of GLsets made the engagement of
unseen targets possible, i.e. the battery was fully
operational (173). By the end of 1943 the gunsites of the
fourteen heavy AA troops in the Command were each equipped
with ,a 3perry Predictor; six had complete GL equipment,
and the remaining eight were still employing Height and
Range Finders (174). Another year was to elapse before
sufficient radar equipment became available to make all
heavy J~ Batteries in the Command fully operational (175).

85. Fire contr-ol equipment for Bofors guns, which were
always employed for the purpose of engaging visible, low
flying targets, consisted of the Kerrison No 3 Predictor,
normally allotted on the basis of one per gun. In altern
ative use to the Predictor was the British-designed Stiffkey
Stick (Sc Mark V), which had the advantage of speed in
operation against unexpected targets though it lacked the
Predictor's accuracy of fire control (176). The Stiffkey
Stick's mobili ty in contrast ,to the weight of the Kerrison
Predictor had proved the ~trument's value during its
employment by the 46 L~d the transportation difficulties
of KISKA. The end of 1943 found Kerrison Predictors in .
operation with the majority of the Bofors guns at the larger
defended areas, while Stiffkey Sticks were supplementing
Predictors at the advanced field and air bases, and were
being used by the three mobile LAA batteries (174). By the
middle of 1944 every 40-mm gun at an operational site in
PACIFIC Command was equipped with both a Kerrison Predictor
and a Stiffkey Stick (177).

AA GUN OPERATION ROOMS

86. The work of anti-aircraft control being carried
on in the Gun Operation Rooms in the Command wafi giv.en
increased efficiency by the installation of radar equipment
at the heavy AA Gunsites. The establlshment of these GORs
at the three main defence centres had followed closely upon
regimental grouping of the various J~ units in the area.
No 2 AlA GOR (27 Ali. Regt) was formed at ESQ.UIMALT in .Augp,st

\.
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1942 (178), organi,zatiion of No 6. j~>. GOR (28 j,.J.. He€;"'.:.) a;';
VJiNCOUVER followed wi thin tvlO LJcnths (179), c:nd :0:0 G A-A:
GOR (29,jJ;. Regt) set up in PRINCE HUPERT in "Ju1S" 194,3 (180).

, " ,

. . . ~

87. Functioning in close liaison,with RCKli' Operational
Headquarters' in each lopali ty', the GOR wc.s the' ,nerve centre
of all anti··aircraft defences in the urea. Ihter't'he GOR
came ,all information' available' regarding tho. movement of:'.
planes in the vicini ty, forWarded by the ReJ,]' 'Operations
Controller, sent in as: ZPI and hPF OI1ltplots'~ from the lJI.
gunsites. 1>.11 such information was displayed on large char1;,s
and location :naps in the G'OR.' The, Gun Duty Orfi eel' was· then
responsible for the selection and pas~ing of pertinent, :
information to the j~defences; or to,the other,services (l~l).
In the case of enemy attack it we..s from the' GOR 'that:' the, .n.h

Defence Commander' or his' repre,sentativ.e would .figh:t his
batteries. " , ' .

4 AA,.$/L BTY' ,

88. Theemploymen"t 'qf' ariti-airC'faft se'archlights dHl'
not reach an advanced" stage at the ,P.ACIFIC Coa.st., .t1fter' a
considerable amount of fluctuation in establishing a firm','
policy larg~ly due to conflicting reports from Overseas, it
was 'decided, ,in October '1~41,: tQ allot lights oply to the
five fighter:' .zones in, C..:illADA wher.e Reiill' fighter :.squad rOI:!-S
were to operate (see par'a' 21' above) •. ,To furnish the lights
for the RCAF3~ladron allocfrted to ESQUIWJlliT, the ~4'J~'
S~archlight ,Bty RcA was, fOrmed at VICTORIk on 1 Jan '42' '-( 182.) ,
MaJ j-J1. R.bNSOM, later 2 ilq 27 J',J-l. Regt , ,was the Commanding,.
OffIcer.,' Th~ee officers, and 15 NCOs drawn from the ,17. 3/L.:
(CD) Bty, th~ 3 3/L (CD).'Bty and other--CD batteries, attenqed
a:six weeks ',,:course of' instruction at ).23 C&AA,' Artillery,.",:,
Training Ce.~-tre at HLLIF IJC, ·.returning, to the, West (Joast .:' in ~
mid-February'to act as a training cadre. Five, obsolescent
t20 cm searchlight,S,- an,d ~ei'"lan~- rves~inghouse genera'~ing ;. ,~.
plants were, used f'o,r t::raJ.nJ.ng :1.n.. ,exposure fo:,::"spottJ.ng and
illuminating 'q.ircraft';: t'he 11I: Jl!I!1lly, Oo-o.perat,ion Sqrt'Ref.]'
su.ppl:ying a Lysander fOr t-hi spurpQse", (18'3) .' , , "'f' "

. .. '.....:..:. , ; ~ . - . .

e9. But' the ~an"'Iio'Wer '8i tuation:'Vf~~ present'fng,,'a ,
'difficult problem, and operational policies Were still
ch-unging., J..t: the E;Jnd. of j~pril 1942 tb,e battery, which ha~r
reached a strength' of'only 2 officers and 40 other rank$
out of en establishment of 7 and 220 (184) was di'sbanded, . :'
(185). Maj RiMSOM became OC the newly-organized 23 l~ Bty
(Type H), and took the personnel of the disbanded battery
wi th him (186).

ACCOMMOD.t;'TION

90. It was not tO'be expected that the expansion from
one to nearly thirty anti-aircraft units in PJ~IFIC Command
could be accomplished in a little over a year without serious
accommodation problems arising, particularly when during
the same period infantry forces at the coast were being
increased from six to twenty battalions and corresponding
changes in strength were orourring wi th other branches of the'
servi ce. For the earlier au'thol'l zed batteries &t V1J.NCOUVER
and in the VICTORIL-ESQ,UDf.L1~LT-Fl:rRICIli,BLY area, it was
possible to plaD acco~~odati~n and select sites before units
were ready to move ~o their ope~ntional.positions (187) but
in many cases lClc~ of materi~18 hej.d up construction until
late in the autumi1., B!ld -[;~(le winte r of 1942-43 found the
Bofors units at Pj~TR.ICIl. Bi.Y, '"''E.h. IS::'.:.u1'\i'D ar.LC1 BOUND.LRY BAY
still quartered in marquees and bell tents (188). Continually
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damp bedding and clothin~ brought a high incidence of colds
(189). J~though life amid the cool humidity of a BRITISH
COLUMB!A winter, in tents that boasted neither walls, floor
boards, nor stoves, might be considered a normal and unavoid~

a~ condition 'of active service, the fact that the RCnF
personnel on the same station were accommodated in quarters

, that appeared luxurious by army standards was not conducive
to high morale among the neighbouring iJ. gunners (190).

91. Further afield conditions varied~ Sections of the
58 Special JJ~ Bty at the advanced seaplane bases had no ~ ,
accommodation worries when they were attached to the RCl~ fo~

quarters and rations, while the Canadian batteries that went
to ANNETTE ISLiilim lived in Quonsit huts provided by the US
authorities. But the early anti-aircraft units into TOFINO
carried their tents with them (191), and canvas accommodation,
remained the order of the day for most of the first winter (192).
Imd few units worked harder to get suitable accommodation than
the two heavy 1~ batteries at PRINCE RUPERT who lived in tents
at TOBEY POINT and PILLSBURY COVE while they caryed themselves
a campstte out of the muskeg and heavy bush (193). '

92. Throughout 1943 PbCIFIC Command Engineer Services and
civilian construction companies gradually caught up with the
demand for accommodation, and by the end of the year huts fOF
living quarters and gunshelters for 1~ Crews on duty had beep
provided at all operational sites (194).

OPERLTION1.L TRJ.INING h...TID PR1-£TICE SHOOTS

93. One of the most serious training prob~ems oon~ronting

commanders of jJ~ un~ts in an operational role was the difficulty,
which ,ih, many cases amounted to a near impossibility - of
obtaining facilities for practice shoots for their guns. While
each regiment was empowered to call upon a neighbouring RCl~.

station to supply a towing' plane and drogue, experience showed
that weather conditions and other factors proved ,insuperable
obstacles. War Diaries of iJ~ batteries carry with almost
monotonous regularity such e~tries as ".:P.ra.ct1ce shoot arrangeq
for today called off at last moment by RC.AF" (195). The poor
flying conditions that genorally prevailed in the PRINCE
RUPERT district placed j~~ units stationed there at a distinc~

disadvantage in the matter of practice firing, for up until
the end of February 1944 only one battery shoot was held, when
a Bolingbroke was supplied from TERRJ~E (193). .

94. With no plane-towed targets to shoot at, batteries
found other means of expending their accumulating stocks of
practice ammunition. Firing into an empty sky, while providtng
necessary exercise in gun drill, failed to give the satisfaction
that comes from a well hit mark, and in some cases targets were'
supplied by the use of hydrogen-filled balloons (196). The
psychological need for regular firing practices is illustratod
by an entry in the War Diary of a battery stationed at ANNETTE
ISLJ.ND:

" Weather still bright and clear. Took advantage of
it to carry out a seaward shoot in the afternoon. Fired
154 rounds of ammo at floating trees, rocks and reefs.'
Not much laying practice, but made all ranks appreciate
they were still l~tillery, and let thom hear what a gun
sounded like. Crash action and mobile drill provided a
pleasant interlude from a static role." (197).
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95 c To remedy the cO~.dlt,i on that allowed 0 .. uni t.s so few
opportunities for firing) and to give all bnt~qrie2 a p~riod

of intensive tra.ining, :freo from 0am~ constru ctj on and other"
non-operational duries that leter oo,:upied so:) much of their
attention, two ~ommand P~actice camps were institut0d in Lugust
1943. The camp for heavy j~. artillery waf:, ostab\ished at
VICTORIL HEIGHTS on M.:..c .. ULJ..Y POINT, ESQ.TJIJy.r/J.T (: ~8) while the
Lj~·. Practice Camp was placed a'l:, B':TJNl)i:.RY P,i..Y ('.99). l ..ttendance
at the camps followed a. schedule designed to agree with the.
NDHQ, policy of movlng all l:ni':8 at least· OnCE? ::r8ar.

960 The :-!.L.i.. Practj C8 ~~~;> !3.t M)\·~· r .!~(·V p..u~<:lr'r.ndf:r"·.eo one
troop at a time for a +'r,::':'8e /'teet.'? {''',:--ioci· 11~h.i ..~ the ether
troop of a 'r~Tp'e 2H batte~y 1Iv('ulc' oe in ::....Radir l·:2s at COLWOOD,
manning the gunb there. 1;. similar "':'otation -cook;"lace at tll~

BOUNDARY BLY P.::"~~'ltice Curr..p ~ whe.r8 half the batte":'jT manned the
VP guns while tt.8 other half ca:c'ri e0. OU'f, intensiv'o gU.nnel'Y
training over ~ geriod of two weekso OLe major drawback to
this rotation between regiments, from an administrative view~

point, was the fact. that reg5.!TI.ental hdadquarters wouJ.d period
ically find their batteries divorced from them during 'the
practice period, with new units coming temporarily under their
command. But the a.lternative plan, that 0f having practice
camps within each regimental area: was precluded by tbe unsuit
able weather conditions at PRINCE RUPERT, as well as the iimiUd
amount of air cooperation available.

RESTRICTIONS, REDUCTIONS AND REORGJillIZATION

970 The late summer of 1943 saw the reaching of the peak
c~ expansion in jJ~ defence on the West Coast. The occupation
of' ATTU and KISKJ.. in May and .t,ugust remoyed the t!lreat of a,
Japanese drive up the J1.'..eu"Gi.:tn Chain, and enemy naval reverses
elsewhere in the Pl~IFIC materially lessened the dan~r of
::~erial attack on BRITISH COLUMBIii from carrier·-based planes~

The defeat of Axis forces in North J3RICL and SICILY togeth¢.r
with the increasing success of Russian forces against the m~in

German armies had remOVG~ thepc8sibility of any major thre~t

against the East Coast r:;f N0R'IH' ,SJ\;f.tl.::TIGJ, In the light of the
general improvement in the str~t.~~ioal piJture and to meet the
incrreased demand for overseas rei.nforcements, it was necessary
to effect substantial redllct,~_one in the strength of operational
troops in CANADh (200)0 .

98. From 1 Oct 43 ma:J.:::lJng f'·'::.rengths of all static Aa
units in CANfnA were reduced on a scale of 20 per cent for
i'feavy, and 5 per cent fo!' ligr..:':. '::8.t,teriefl.; Ilohi. s meant a
l'eduction of 28 gunners per ~e(l."<' troop,' ~.~(} 3 gunners per
light troop, and resulted in e. saYing 0f 4'('-1 mene In the
batteries affected in PACIFIC COllillland (201). Revision of the
establishments of the three LA G·(}qc:: in the Command, eased the
manpower 3ituation by prOViding :~",.:::: .the -j :1clusion of CWi1J
perflonnel as o~8~atc~s (202).

~9. Accompanying these restrictions came further withr.
drawals from operational sites. In November the eight 3.7"
guns et PATRICIA BAY were taken out of action. and the 22 jV1.
Bty (TYP8 2H~ manning their. W9c3 C oT),\Terted to 22 HJJ.. (Mob) Bty ~
Th b 't h t··· b . , 1 . f .e a'G e:.:y ~egan :-e.lnlng In e. :rnG lo.8 ro e, preparlng or
participa~~,cn in any futu~e operati0~ unJ~~t.~ken.by one of
the th-:-ee b'~""cg8r:'3 g:rOU'~3 r::"'~he 6 Div 0 .:i": ~he same time the
12 Bof'')rc 8'~ .B~l::'NDJ1.FtT B.,:.y W,?;:"~) wi".:]->h'wv'Tr.. :c:.....om their static

1 . ""'0" b("-' --!''''''-:D'~';~f~;- r~ f:"!~l '-~r f" .A ......ro e, co ~v '-s .... In ,-.,"",J...~_ "0..::> J._.. _.,-'YG. _... or eIJ:. gency oper:"ll
ations in VJ.NCOUVER. To ma:'1 these guns two reserv-e field
batteries, the 201. and 202 (!i) :Fe. Bty-s of the 39 (R) Bde Gp
were reorganized and began training as LiJi. (H). Btys (203) 0
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100. Lir strength on the P.ii.CIFIC Coast bogan to decrease
early in 1944 as demands were met for its employment in more
imperative roles (204). The requirements in~AI~ defence of
airfields and seaplane bases correspondingly declined. By
July 1944 jJ.~ defences at TOFINO, UCLUELET, BELLA BELLj~, PORT
HJ~Y and lLLIFORD BAY had become non-operational, and; apart
from the mobile batteries in training; all lJ~ units in the
Command were centred at V1NCOUVER, VICTORIL-ESQUIMJ~T and
PRINCE RUFERI' (205).


